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Silk Way West Airlines  is a leader in scheduled and charter cargo �ights, with a route network 
of more than 50 destinations worldwide. Based in Baku, Azerbaijan, with offices in Dubai and 
all over the world, we offer you cargo transportation services globally via scheduled �ights to 
the United States, Middle East, Europe, Far East and Asia, including CIS countries. We build our 
reputation based on commitment, safety and reliability.   

Dubai
United Arab Emirates 
Dubai Airport Free Zone
Office # 4e-A115
Phone: +971 4 295 0772
E-mail:dwcsales@silkwayltd.com

Azerbaijan 
Head Office
Heydar Aliyev International Airport 
Baku AZ1044, Azerbaijan
Phone:    +994 (12) 437 40 41
Fax:        +994 (12) 498 20 42

Turkey  
Turizm Ltd Sti.
IDTM A-2 Blok Kat: 9 No: 306
Yesilkoy / Istanbul
Phone:    +90 212 4655 472
Fax:        +90 212 4655 471

Frankfurt, Germany
Main Airport Center, 
Unterschweinstiege 2-1460549
Phone: +49 (69) 65007040
           +49 (69) 6500704/ex 151
Fax:     +49 (69) 6500704190

New York, USA
Building 75, Ste. 230, Cargo
Area D JFK Intl.
Airport, Jamaica, NY 11430
Phone:      +1718 9955010
Fax:          +1718 9955011

 www.silkwaywest.com 

Everything fits inside. 
Anywhere you want it.
On time. Fast. Reliable.

Our fleet consists of 5 Boeing 747-400F 
and 3 Boeing 747-8F 

Silk Way West Airlines  is a leader in scheduled and charter cargo �ights, with a route network of more 
than 50 destinations worldwide. Based in Baku, Azerbaijan, with offices in Dubai and all over the world, we 
offer you cargo transportation services globally via scheduled �ights to the United States, Middle East, 
Europe, Far East and Asia, including CIS countries.  On time. Fast. Reliable. 
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With access to technology getting cheaper, its use is becoming 

more ubiquitous in different industries primarily to hasten 

production process without compromising safety and security.

The air cargo industry continues to embrace digitalization and 

other facets of technology to speed up the process and reach 

even the farthest shores seeking access to a reliable, safe and 

efficient mode of transporting goods.

That is also the case in freight and logistics with artificial 

intelligence being utilized to uplift industry standards. Smart 

warehouses are now commonly used and so are robots designed 

to lift, sort, label or pack cargoes for storage and shipment, 

among many other things.

In this edition, we'll examine another new logistics trend known 

as “reverse logistics” which is essentially connecting chain of 

post-purchase services designed to increase customer loyalty 

and minimize return costs for merchants. 

We'll also bring you innovations in airports in the Middle East 

and across the world giving us a glimpse of what the foreseeable 

future looks when it comes to handling millions of travelers on a 

daily basis.

Autonomous trains are now the norm in transporting 

passengers from one point to another around airports. 

Passengers in search of information now mostly deal with robots 

or communicate remotely with humans via computers. 

Our eyes, faces and fingers are scanned enabling us to 

seamlessly go through security checks.

Dubai, among the first globally to introduce automated 

immigration gates in 2002, adopted during recent years the so-

called Smart Gates, which can identify travelers through their 

passports, Emirates ID (for residents), e-gate card or a 

government-generated QR barcode.

The Smart Gates, now 127 in number across Dubai Airports, can 

process immigration security check in less than a minute. The 

system is available to all UAE citizens and residents, GCC 

nationals and citizens of a number of countries eligible for visa 

on arrival.

More than 88 million passengers traveled to Dubai in 2017, 

making it the top airport in the world in terms of passenger 

traffic. Of the figure, more than 5 million used the Smart Gates. 

But in the future, the government plans to introduce Smart 

Corridors to check all at the same time more people using their 

biometrics. 

We're all heading for an innovative future in different fronts.

Gemma Q. Casas

Editor-in-Chief
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Jacob Matthew is up at dawn preparing for his morning 

run, walk or a gym workout, typical of a man in high 

position who takes his responsibilities seriously.

His disciplined lifestyle gives him the strength to face the 

day's challenges in his hectic schedule as the President of 

the Middle East and Asia for the US-based company 

National Air Cargo, a father, a loving husband and a 

devout faithful of the Indian Orthodox Church. 

“I start my day very early. I'm up by 5 am—going to the 

gym, running or walking,” shared Jacob who is also an 

executive member of the Board of Directors for the 

National Air Cargo Group which owns both National Air 

Cargo and National Airlines.

He starts work around 8:30 or 9 in the morning presiding 

over meetings with different department heads, 

answering emails, seeing clients and communicating 

with their head office in the US. 

National Air Cargo deals with all facets of air cargo 

char ters ,  f re ight for warding and mult i -modal 

transportation. The company has a fleet of 2 B747-400F's 

and 2 B757's and specializes in heavy weight express 

movements worldwide and a major transporter for the US 

Department of Defense. 

Jacob's job doesn't end though in the office: It's extended 

outside with dinners or cocktails with clients at least three 

times a week.

And his hard work has paid off—he has built a successful 

career in air cargo and aviation industry for more than 30 

years and is recognized as instrumental in getting the 

right footing for National in the Middle East.

“As you know in air cargo, every minute, every hour, we're 

moving,” Jacob shared to Air Cargo Update in a phone 

interview. 

“Anything can go wrong, but you know there are 

solutions,” he added noting that it's difficult to juggle 

multiple tasks all at the same time but with God's help and 

the right attitude nothing is impossible.

This cargo executive also takes pride in providing for his 

children the best education. One of them, Gina, recently 

graduated from Boston University.

Nowadays, the father and daughter spend time together 

traveling or taking a drive in Fujairah in the UAE and on 

WhatsApp when she's overseas.

“WhatsApp is a very helpful tool. We communicate 

almost every hour,” Jacob fondly says.

Outside of work, Jacob also spends time with the Indian 

Orthodox Church which is on a mission to help the 

oppressed, underprivileged and poor communities. 

Worldwide, it has more than 1,600 churches with over 2.5 

million devotees.

Jacob sits in the church's Managing Committee, a 

position which requires constant traveling and meetings 

every quarter. The church has built numerous schools and 

colleges in different places, supported medical missions 

and helped other cause-oriented projects.

“I believe nothing is impossible if you keep trying. You will 

eventually reach your goals,” concluded Jacob whose life 

embodies how hard work, dedication, giving back to 

communities and desire to excel leads to success.

L UNGE 
The 
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'Nothing is 
impossible' for this 
multi-tasking 
cargo executive Jacob Matthew

President Middle East & Asia, National Air Cargo
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IAG Cargo grows network with new direct London to Durban service

LONDON: IAG Cargo is launching a 

new direct service between London 

Heathrow and Durban from October 

29 this year to meet the growing 

d e m a n d  o f  S o u t h  A f r i c a ' s 

manufacturing sector.

The company said customers will 

have access to up to 15 tons of lift per 

flight, increasing IAG Cargo's existing 

capacity in 

to and out of 

South Africa 

by 90 tons 

per week.

IAG Cargo 

said the new 

service will 

b o o s t  i t s 

position in 

the región as 

it essentially 

adds 300 weekly flights into and out 

of Africa and the Middle East and 

further connecting Durban to its 

network of over 350 destinations. 

It will also provide crucial support to 

South Africas's manufacturing sector, 

which now accounts for more than 8 

percent of the country's export 

volume. 

“IAG Cargo has a flexible network 

investment strategy where we 

respond as quickly as possible to 

customer demand. Our latest service 

underlines our commitment to giving 

our customers the capacity and 

routes they need, and fur ther 

highlights the strength of our 

industry-leading proposition to the 

African market,” said Camilo Garcia, 

Director of Sales, Marketing and 

Products at IAG Cargo.

The new service will be the only non-

stop link between London and 

Durban and flights will be operated by 

the airline's newest fleet of aircraft, 

the Boeing 787-8.  Scheduled services 

will operate on Monday, Thursday 

a n d  S a t u rd a y s  f ro m  L o n d o n 

Heathrow, with return flights on 

Tuesday, Friday & Sundays.
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Silk Way West Airlines expands 
European routes and acquires 
new planes 

BAKU: Azerbaijan's leading freight 

carrier, Silk Way West Airlines, 

continues to expand its European 

routes with plans to break new 

destinations as it acquires two more 

Boeing 747-400F planes.

The company said its regular flights 

between Liege Airport and its global 

ca rgo hub in  Baku began as 

scheduled in April and more routes 

are being prepared for regular 

service.

“The aim is to further knit 

our European network by 

adding more destinations 

and maintaining a denser 

schedule in order to offer 

our customers the highest 

flexibility,” said Wolfgang 

Meier, President and CEO 

at Silk Way West Airlines. 

Along with the recent re-launch of 

operations at Budapest Airport and 

the launch of scheduled services at 

L iège , S i lk Way West Ai r l ines 

announced it's also expanding its 

fleet to effectively serve its steadily 

growing customers.

That means two buying two more 

Boeing 747-400F to its existing fleet 

of over 10 aircraft. The first of the two 

freighters was delivered in mid-May 

and the second one will join the fleet 

in June.

“The two long expected additional 

aircrafts will further support the 

growth of the network by enhancing 

the options to make existing Silk Way 

West Airlines routes denser and add 

as well new destinations to its global 

n e t w o r k  o f  m o r e  t h a n  4 5 

destinations,” said Meier.

Si lk Way West Airl ines' global 

network consists of serving more 

than 45 destinations along the 

ancient Silk Road with enhanced 

route through Baku connecting 

China, Central Asia, the Middle East, 

Europe, Africa and North America.

HONG KONG: Florida-based 

freighter operator Western 

Global Airlines has appointed 

Hong Kong Air Cargo 

Terminals Limited (Hactl) to 

handle its first scheduled 

service into Hong Kong.

The new twice-weekly 747-

400F service between Hong 

Kong and Los Angeles is 

being operated in 

partnership with US 

forwarder Flexport. The 

airline plans to add a further 

weekly flight from 

September. Hactl is providing 

ramp handling, terminal 

handling and all 

documentation for the 

flights.

Western Global's CEO and 

Founder, Jim Neff added: 

“Working with Hong Kong's 

leading freighter handler, 

Hactl, will help ensure that 

we can provide our customer 

Flexport with optimum 

service levels based on 

highly-efficient ground 

operations.”

Flexport is a freight 

forwarder and logistics 

platform. Founded in 2013, 

the company moves freight 

globally by air, ocean, rail, 

and truck for the world's 

leading brands.  

Western Global is an FAA 

Certified 121 all-cargo airline 

operating an owned fleet of 

B747-400 and MD-11 

freighter airplanes worldwide 

for many of the top airlines, 

express companies, logistics 

providers, humanitarian and 

relief organizations, and the 

US DOD.

Western Global Airlines 
picks HACTL to handle 
its HK flights



NEW DELHI: Ukraine International Airlines has chosen 

ECS Group, the world's largest integrated General 

Services and Sales Agent, as its exclusive representative 

throughout the Indian subcontinent.

ECS Globe Air Cargo India, a one of ECS Group's 137 

offices worldwide, began executing the partnership 

agreement with UIA on May 1.

UIA currently operates three flights a week between 

New Delhi (DEL) and Kiev-Boryspil (KBP), Ukraine with 

the fourth frequency to be added on June 7, 2018.

The UIA flights are operated on Boeing 767-300ER with 

available cargo capacity up to 8-10 tons/50-63 CMB. 

ECS Globe Air Cargo India expects to generate a cargo 

volume of about 2,000 tons per annum for UIA/PS – 

with pharmaceuticals, leather goods, chemicals, 

machinery, textiles, being among the most important 

commodities.

Ukraine International Airlines is one of the key players 

among eastern airlines and currently providing 

connections to 38 countries in Europe, Asia, America, 

Africa, and the Middle East. The ECS Group represents 

UIA/PS at major destinations all over the world.

“The flights from Delhi are scheduled so as to provide 

non-stop service and convenient connections with the 

UIA flights to the cities of Ukraine and Europe at Kiev 

Boryspil International Airport. UIA keeps developing 

business model of a network carrier and improve on 

Ukraine's image as a transit country,” said Peter 

Kukharchuk, Director Cargo & Mail at UIA.

Girish Kunder, Country Manager ECS Globe Air Cargo 

India, is very glad about the newly forged collaboration.

In recent years, ECS Group has dynamically expanded 

its network throughout Asia in order to offer its clients 

in Thailand, Singapore, Myanmar, Taiwan, Cambodia, 

Indonesia, Vietnam, China, Hong Kong, Malaysia, the 

Philippines, Dubai, and India progressive and efficient 

expert services using state-of-the-art online and offline 

technologies.

��

ECS Globe Air Cargo India 
inks partnership with 
Ukraine International Airlines
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Lufthansa Cargo modernizes fleet with 2 more Boeing 777F

FRANKFURT: Lufthansa Cargo is 

buying two Boeing 777F as part of its 

program to modernize its fleet with 

more fuel efficient aircraft and 

bigger capacity that can cover long 

haul flights.

The twin-jet aircraft, due for delivery 

in 2019, have full payload of 103 tons 

and can stay in the air for 10.5 hours. 

They cover a distance of more than 

9,000 kilometers non-stop and 

significantly reduce burden to the 

environ-ment, Lufthansa Cargo said.

The specific CO2 emissions of the 

Boeing 777F are almost 20 percent 

lower than those of the existing MD-

11 freighters, according to Lufthansa 

Cargo, thus, its acquisition is in line 

with the company's ambitious 

environmental goals. 

The Supervisory Board of Deutsche 

Lufthansa AG approved the order of 

the two Boeing 777F for Lufthansa 

Cargo last May.

“The Boeing 777F is not only the 

world's most powerful, efficient and 

environmentally friendly freighter, it 

i s  a l s o  a  v i s i b l e  s i g n  of  o u r 

modernization strategy,” said Peter 

Gerber, CEO of Lufthansa Cargo AG. 

“With the growth of our Boeing 777 

f re igh te r  flee t ,  an  impor tan t 

milestone has been reached on our 

way to forming a company for the 

next generation.”

The investment reflects the financial 

success of Lufthansa Cargo. With its 

C40 efficiency program & Cargo 

Evolut ion strategy, the air l ine 

initiated a comprehensive future 

program two years ago.

Further projects to drive forward the 

modernization of the airline are 

already being implemented. For 

example, the infrastructure at the 

H u b  i n  F r a n k f u r t  i s  b e i n g 

modernized substantially, and a new 

CoolCenter is under investment at 

the Hub in Munich. The freight crane 

is also advancing the digitization of 

the entire process chain.  

JEDDAH, KSA: Saudi Arabian Airlines 

and Saudia  Cargo are  jo int ly 

sponsoring the nation's motorcyclists' 

initiative to show their support for the 

Saudi National Team at the 2018 

World Cup in Russia. 

The companies will cover the travel 

e x p e n s e s  a n d  t h e  c o s t  f o r 

Abdulaziz International Airport to 

Frankfurt, Germany, while their 

motorcycles were shipped aboard 

Saudia Cargo aircraft. From Germany, 

they will travel to the Polish border 

and on to Belorussia, touring major 

cities on route, and finally reaching 

Russia. Regular updates from their trip 

can be found at Saudia Cargo's 

Instagram page @SaudiaCargo.

The motorcycle tour initiative is part of 

the Saudi Airlines Company's efforts 

to support national events and 

activities and show support for the 

Saudi National Team in the World Cup 

2018.

Saudia Cargo's sponsorship is part of 

the long heritage of logistics support 

it provides to national events, as well 

as supporting the National Team with 

its logistics capabilities and fleet of 

advanced cargo aircraft.

transporting the motorcycles. The 

four motorcyclists will cover more 

than 8,000 kilometers in 20 days of 

travel, during which they will visit 

several European cities before they 

arrive at their final destination: 

Moscow. 

The four Saudis travelled from King 

Saudia Cargo co-sponsors Saudi Motorcycle Tour Initiative 
to support National Team in World Cup 2018
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AMSTERDAM, the Netherlands: 

A m s te rdam A i rpo r t  S ch i ph o l 

continues to see cargo volume 

increase in China and the emerging 

markets of Latin America and Africa 

with 2018 first quarter figures 

showing positive growth.

China, the airport's largest country 

market, showed an increase of 2.1% 

at 30,735 tons from January to March 

2018, compared with the same 

per iod l a s t  yea r,  boos ted by 

increased volumes f rom both 

freighter and belly cargo flights.

Latin American cargo trade increased 

strongly, up 10% inbound at 34,097 

tons, and up 31% outbound at 20,701 

tons. Cargo impor ts from the 

continent were boosted by increased 

flower imports for St. Valentine's Day 

and International Women's Day, 

Schiphol Airport said. 

Similarly, African flower exports 

boosted outbound cargo, up 7% to 

13,243 tons, although inbound cargo 

recorded a drop of 5% to 28,818 tons.

European, North American, and 

Middle Eastern trade was slightly 

down in terms of overall cargo 

volumes in Q1 January to March 

2018, 2.1% down compared with the 

same period last year, (Q1 2017), to 

411,539 tons. 

European inbound traffic fell 8% to 

25,936, outbound -2% to 28,146, 

North America inbound cargo fell 

12% to 32,142 tons and outbound 5% 

to 36,791 tons, while Middle Eastern 

traffic fell 1% inbound to 21,578 and 

15% outbound to 27,277 tons.

Full freighter volumes overall were 

down 2.4 per cent, with 7.4 per cent 

f e w e r  f u l l  f r e i g h t  a i r  t r a f fi c 

movements (ATMs) and belly cargo 

volumes eased slightly, showing a 1.6 

per cent drop compared with Q1, 

2017.

“Although we saw an increase in 

ATMs and as a result increased 

volumes of belly cargo at Schiphol, 

this did not result in a commensurate 

increase in freight volumes and did 

not compensate for the reduction in 

full freighter ATMs,” said Maaike van 

de r  Windt ,  D i rec to r  Av ia t ion 

Marketing, Cargo and Customer 

Experience, Amsterdam Airport 

Schiphol.

“This has had a knock-on effect in our 

first quarter results, but there are 

nonetheless underlying positive 

growth trends in cargo business from 

China and Latin America that we 

hope to build upon over the coming 

year,” she added. 

GLOBAL NEWS 

Schiphol Cargo sees growth in Chinese, Latam & African markets in Q1 2018



Emirates SkyCargo transports 400,000 
tons of perishables and expects more

DUBAI: Emirates SkyCargo says it has 

transported close to 400,000 tons of 

perishables year-on-year since the 

launch of its specialized service Emirates 

Fresh in April 2017 and is bracing for 

more shipments in the second half of 

2018.

The freight division of Emirates said 

fruits and vegetables were the largest 

category of perishables it transported at 

150,000 tons with more than 20 percent 

sourced from India. Across the world, 

the UAE also imported a significant 

volume of fruits and vegetables for its 

large expatriate population.

Additionally, it transported over 65,000 

tons of seafood and close to 60,000 

Emirates SkyCargo said it's bracing for 

its busiest season in the year in 

transporting perishables with the onset 

of Ramadan leading to the winter 

season.

Emirates Fresh is the freight carrier's 

specialized portfolio of solutions for air-

lifting different kinds of perishables 

across its network of over 155 

destinations.

“Since its launch last year, we have 

received extremely positive feedback on 

Emirates Fresh from our customers,” 

said Nabil Sultan, Emirates Divisional 

Senior Vice President, Cargo. 

“The three different service levels of 

Emirates Fresh allow us to respond to 

the varied needs of perishables 

exporters. We continue to work with our 

customers and to invest in and develop 

Emirates Fresh as well as our other 

sector specific offerings. This is what 

helps us stay ahead of the game,” he 

added, emphasizing that transporting 

perishables support local economies 

and communities.

Emirates SkyCargo offers cargo capacity 

on its fleet of over 265 modern, all wide-

body aircraft including 14 dedicated 

freighters. The air cargo carrier offers 

extensive cool chain facilities at its state 

of the art cargo terminals in Dubai. 

tons of meat during the period. Salmon 

from Norway to East Asia, seafood from 

South Africa and Uganda to Europe and 

premium meat from Melbourne to the 

Middle East, were some of the high-

value seafood items it carried along with 

close to 25,000 tons of meat exports 

from Australia and New Zealand.

Over 50,000 tons of fresh flowers and 

plants were also transported on 

Emirates SkyCargo between April 2017 

and March 2018. This includes flowers 

transported directly from some of the 

world's  most  important  flower 

producing regions such as Kenya and 

Ecuador on freighters to Amsterdam – 

the hub of the global floriculture market.

GLOBAL NEWS 
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LONDON: Worldwide Flight Services 

( W F S )  h a s  a c q u i r e d  a  1 0 0 % 

shareholding in its former WFS 

Ireland joint venture after buying the 

minority shares of its partners, Gerry 

Jackson and Brendan Byrne. 

The transaction was completed end of 

March.

Jackson retired from the company at 

the end of 2017 but Byrne will 

continue in his role as President of 

WFS Ireland. The successful venture in 

Ireland – covering cargo handling 

stations in Dublin, Cork and Shannon 

– has been operating for 13 years with 

WFS as the majority shareholder. 

WFS serves over 50 airline customers 

in Ireland, including Air China, 

American Airlines, Delta Air Lines, 

E m i r a te s  A i r l i n e ,  I AG  C a rg o , 

L u f t h a n s a ,  S A S  a n d  S W I S S 

International Airl ines. In 2017, 

volumes handled rose to more than 

45,000 tonnes at the three stations, 

where WFS employs over 100 staff, led 

by Dublin-based General Manager, 

Simon Coomber. 

Already this year, Emirates Airline has 

signed a new five-year contract for 

cargo handling, and WFS has also 

been awarded new contracts by Air 

Arabia (Maroc) and Norwegian. 

John Batten, EVP Cargo Europe 

Middle East & Asia at WFS, said the 

company is proud of its partnership 

with Jackson and Byrne who are 

highly respected by their customers 

and are instrumental for growing WFS 

in Ireland.

“One of WFS' next major investments 

in Ireland will be a 70% expansion of 

our temperature-controlled facilities 

in Dublin to support our customers' 

pharmaceut ica l  products  and 

services,” he said.

WFS fully acquires JV it formed in Ireland 13 years ago

GLOBAL NEWS 

Looking forward to a great future for 

WFS in Ireland are (top row, left to 

right) Ian Graham, Manager Terminal 

Operations & DGSA, Dublin; Lynda 

Martin, HR Manager; Emer McMahon, 

Chief Financial Officer; Seamus King, 

Manager Terminal Operations & 

Security, Dublin; and Finton Roche, IT & 

Technology Manager. Bottom row (left 

to right): Valerie Marchand, Head of 

Corporate Communication; John 

Batten, EVP Cargo Europe Middle East 

& Asia; Brendan Byrne, President of 

WFS Ireland; and Simon Coomber, 

General Manager Ireland
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More airports to turn to new machines 
and AI to thwart security threats

As millions more are poised to 

travel via air in the foreseeable 

f u t u r e ,  a i r p o r t s  a r e 

challenged to provide order, safety, 

security and convenience all at the 

same time. 

Technology has long been 

tapped to ensure that these 

tasks are met but this will be 

heightened in the coming 

years as airports turn to new 

machines and ar t ificial 

intelligence (AI) to create 

systems that will safeguard 

passengers and properties 

from threats of any kinds, 

including terror attacks.

“In the near future, Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) will play an 

important role in airport 

security as it ensures swift 

analysis and predictions of potential 

criminal or terrorist behavior. Airports 

are in the process of upgrading their 

systems to align themselves with 

modern technology,” said Tom Squier, 

managing director for Middle East 

Operations of Smiths Detection.

Squier served in the Royal Australian 

Navy for a decade before joining 

Smiths Detection, a global leader in 

threat detection and screening 

technologies for aviation, ports and 

borders, urban security and defense 

markets, in 2007.

“Prior to joining Smiths Detection, I 

served in the Royal Australian Navy 

for 10 years. In that role, I was 

responsible for a l l  aspects of 

l e a d e r s h i p  a n d  p e r s o n n e l 

m a n a g e m e n t ,  i n c l u d i n g  t h e 

“In the near future, 

Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) will play an 

important role in 

airport security as it 

ensures swift analysis 

and predictions of 

potential criminal or 

terrorist behavior. 

Airports are in the 

process of upgrading 

their systems to align 

themselves with 

modern technology.” 

- Tom Squier
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development of strategic and tactical 

priorities to achieve missions' goal,” 

said Squier. “My career in the Navy 

provided me with a strong foundation 

to succeed in my role at Smiths 

Detection.”

Security Market Growing

Security has long been a major issue 

in the oil-rich Middle East with 

religious and geopolitical conflicts 

undermining peace in many parts of 

the region.

As the region grows and advances 

economically, the need to protect 

lives and properties has become more 

challenging requiring technologically 

advanced systems.

Smiths Detection, which has been 

present in the Middle East since 1984, 

said high quality technologies, smart 

solutions have never been more 

important than now.

“The United Arab Emirates and other 

prominent countries in the Middle 

East are witnessing exponential 

economic growth and infrastructure 

development that needs to be 

safeguarded against modern day 

threats and security challenges,” said 

Squier.

Citing Frost & Sullivan findings, 

Squier said the Middle East Homeland 

Security Market is expected to grow 

from $9.6 billion in 2017 to $19.7 

b i l l ion in  2022 ,  wi th  secur i ty 

investments in infrastructure driving 

the growth at 15.5 percent CAGR.

“In line with the growing significance 

of the UAE and wider Middle East 

Region as an aviation industry, tourist 

and business hub, Smiths Detection's 

portfolio of solutions is well equipped 

to address the emerging security 

challenges for this region,” said 

Squier.

“Some of the security solutions that 

are generating interest include the 

recently launched HI-SCAN 6040 CTiX 

checkpoint scanner, which is the first 

to feature the company's proprietary 

CT scanning technology to meet the 

growing security demands of the 

global aviation and infrastructure 

sectors,” added Squier noting that the 

product was launched at last May's 

Airport Show 2018 in Dubai.

The HI-SCAN 6040 CTiX checkpoint 

scanner generates high resolution, 

and exceptionally accurate 3D and 2D 

images, thus, eliminating the need to 

remove electronics and liquids from 

hand luggage, to make the process 

passenger friendly. 

At the same show, Smiths Detection 

also showcased its innovative Touch 

Screen Checkpoint Configurator tool 

through virtual demonstration. This 

machine employs realistic graphics to 

e n a b l e  a i r p o r t s  t o  e x a m i n e 

e v e r y t h i n g  f r o m  p a s s e n g e r 

preparation to scanning, image 

analysis, software support, recheck 

and even including the color of its 

hardware, keeping passengers, staff 

and infrastructure safe from threats.

India is also increasingly becoming an 

important market for security tools as 

it stands to become the third largest 

global travel market with a significant 

percentage of its over 1.3 billion 

people traveling domestically or 

internationally. 

The country is also poised to activate 

more than 100 domest ic  and 

internat ional  a i rpor ts  to ease 

congestion in airports across major 

cities. 

Smiths Detection won the bid to 

install and integrate high-speed 

explosives detection systems (EDS) 

for hold-baggage screening at 11 

sites across nine airports in India, 

including Chennai International 

Airport and Netaji Subhas Chandra 

Bose International Airport in Kolkata. 

The Airports Authority of India (AAI) 

also placed an order for CTX 9800 DSi 

systems with combined value of over 

US$50 million. The first group of 

machines is expected to be installed 

in the second half of 2018.

“As a global leading solution and 

service provider, Smiths Detection 

understands the importance of 

passengers' baggage check to the 

airport security, and is always 

c o m m i t te d  to  p ro v i d i n g  o u r 

customers the best aviation security 

solutions,” said Squier.

Smiths Detection has over 50 years experience in the field of 

threat detection. We are known for our ability to respond 

quickly to our customer's needs with targeted and 

sophisticated screening and detection solutions and looking 

forward to showcasing our latest technologies here in the 

UAE. Our in-depth expertise in delivering integrated 

solutions that provide the security, operational efficiency 

and scalability, enables airports to keep their passengers, 

customers and infrastructure safe from threats.

Tom Squier
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Panalpina joins Blockchain in Transport Alliance

BASEL, Switzerland: International 

freight forwarding and logistics 

company Panalpina has joined the 

Blockchain in Transport Alliance 

(BiTA), a forum of leading tech and 

transportation companies for the 

development and implementation of 

blockchain standards in the freight 

industry. 

The company says it sees many 

advantages of blockchain technology 

for freight forwarding and logistics 

operations in general, but also for 

specific areas such as perishables.

BiTA is a forum of leading tech and 

transportation companies for the 

development and implementation of 

blockchain standards. Members aim 

to educate the market on blockchain 

applications and encourage their use 

through implementation. 

Blockchain creates a digital record of 

eve r y  t r ansac t ion  made  in  a 

decentralized and secure way using 

cryptography. BiTA standards will 

address how the technology will 

impact contracts, freight payments, 

asset maintenance and ownership 

history, chain of custody of freight, 

and other issues facing the industry. 

“Our goal is to bring together leading 

companies in the f re ight and 

technology industries that have a 

vested interest in the development of 

blockchain technology. As an asset-

light company with a very long history 

in the freight forwarding and logistics 

industry, Panalpina's contribution will 

be very valuable,” says BiTA president 

Chris Burruss.

Blockchain use in freight forwarding 

and logistics is still in the early 

adoption phase, but Panalpina, which 

ended 2017 with strong air freight 

volumes and margins, is already being 

approached by vendors, partners and 

customers inquiring about it. 

��

GENAVCO recently completed installing the Stow Pallet Racking System with Crown TSP Series VNA 

Equipment at Access World Logistics' newly opened 15,650-sqm warehouse at Dubai's Jebel Ali Free Zone 

(JAFZA). Photo shows executives from both companies celebrating the project’s completion.

Moving into their new distribution center, AWL needed a solution to adapt and enable products and SKU 

flexibility. Genavco's design team worked closely with the company to meet and exceed the requirements 

though the integration of both Racking and Material Handling Solutions. The installed solution includes 

12,674 Pallet Locations along with a fleet of Crown Material Handling Equipments including VNA, Forklifts, 

Powered Pallet Trucks, Battery Transfer System, among many others. 

GENAVCO RACKS UP ACCESS WORLD LOGISTICS
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ADNOC Logistics and Services to handle 
Ruwais container terminal operations

ABU DHABI: ADNOC Logistics and 

Services, the shipping and services 

arm of the Abu Dhabi National Oil 

Company (ADNOC), has signed a 

contract with Borouge, a leading 

provider of value creating plastics 

solutions, to handle its Ruwais 

container terminal operations.

The five-year contract, 

awarded through a 

competitive bidding 

process, is the first deal 

signed between Borouge 

and ADNOC Logistics and 

Services as a new 

integrated entity, 

following the integration 

of IRSHAD, ESNAAD and 

ADNATCO into a single 

ADNOC operating 

company, the Emirates 

State News Agency WAM 

reported.

Under the terms of the contract, 

ADNOC Logistics and Services will 

carry out all handling operations of 

Borouge's packed and palletised 

products and bulk loaded containers.

ADNOC Logistics and Services will 

handle up to 800,000 TEUs (Twenty-

foot Equivalent Units) per annum with 

skil led labor and management 

expertise and operational excellence 

in compliance with the highest HSE 

standards, especially in China and 

Southeast-Asia, for high value 

polymers.

“Following the unification of our 

shipping and mar ine ser v ices 

operations our focus continues to be 

on servicing the ADNOC business and 

international clients to the highest 

standard, without compromising our 

HSE commitments. Looking ahead, as 

part of ADNOC's 2030 strategy, we are 

expanding our powerful offering to 

customers outside of the ADNOC 

network, first regionally and then 

globally,” said Abdul Aziz Mohamed 

Al Zaabi, Senior Vice President of the 

Services unit, at ADNOC Logistics and 

Services.

ADNOC i s  mak ing s ign ificant 

investments in new downstream 

pro jec t s  to  g row i t s  refin ing 

c a p a b i l i t i e s  a n d  e x p a n d  i t s 

petrochemical production. As a result 

of the planned expansions in ADNOC 

Downstream business, Ruwais will 

become one of the largest integrated 

r e fi n i n g  a n d  p e t r o c h e m i c a l 

complexes in the world

��

HAMBURG:  One of the 
leading railcar leasing and rail 
logistics companies in Europe, 
VTG Aktiengesellschaft (WKN: 
VTG999), is upbeat over the 
prospects for more growth 
with its first quarter revenue 
in 2018 jumping by 4.6% to 
EUR255.1 million.

The company said its EBITDA 
jumped sharply by 16.1 
percent to EUR 88.9 million 
(Q1 2017: EUR 76.6 million) 
with the positive growth 
raising earnings per share of 
shareholders in the process.

“We are very satisfied with 
our results for the first 
quarter of 2018. Once again, 
we were able to increase our 
revenue, EBITDA, Group net 
profit and earnings per share,” 
said Heiko Fischer, Chairman 
of the Executive Board of VTG 
AG. 

“This marks a continuation of 
the positive development we 
saw in the second half of 
2017. In particular, we are 
benefiting from a persistently 
favorable economic climate, 
the associated high utilization 
of our fleet capacity and 
comparatively low 
maintenance costs in our 
Railcar Division. The Logistics 
Divisions too are experiencing 
further positive development 
and increasing their earnings,” 
he added.

VTG is in the process of 
acquiring all shares at CIT Rail 
Holdings (Europe) SAS, and 
hence, the Nacco Group from 
the American CIT Group. 
Under the law, VTF must sell 
about 30 percent of Nacco 
shares in advance to third 
parties.

Once this has been met can 
VTG fully takeover Nacco 
Group's remaining 10,000 or 
so freight cars, the company 
said, indicating that this 
process is still being worked 
out.

VTG Q1 revenue up 5% 

to EUR255.1 million



UPS opens new hub in London

DUBAI: Costing $163 million, UPS 

(NYSE:UPS) officially opened last 

month its new 32,000-sqm package 

sorting and delivery facility in south 

east England costing $163 million, 

o n e  o f  i t s  l a r g e s t  s i n g l e 

infrastructure investments outside 

of the United States.

The newly appointed UPS President 

of the Indian Subcontinent, Middle 

East and Africa region (ISMEA), Rami 

Suleiman, said the company opened 

the project with the Dubai-based DP 

World as partner in exploring new 

international opportunities.

“We are leveraging our 

work with DP World, a 

global trade enabler, 

along with UPS's smart 

global logistics network 

to improve trade flow 

processes that our 

customers rely upon to 

expand their businesses 

globally,” Suleiman was 

quoted as saying in the 

Emirates State News 

Agency WAM.

UPS is also working with Expo 2020 

Dubai as the official logistics partner 

to help connect Dubai to the world 

and the world to Dubai. The theme of 

the UK's participation in Expo 2020 

Dubai is "Global Britain – Innovating 

for a Shared Future." The UK will 

build a pavilion and host a program 

of business and cultural events in 

Dubai.

“We congratulate UPS on this 

strategic development. By using DP 

World London Gateway Logistics 

Park and Port, UPS will have a fast 

'global conveyor-belt ' direct ly 

connected to their own worldwide 

network,” said Sultan Ahmed bin 

S u l a y e m ,  D P  Wo r l d ' s  G r o u p 

Chairman and CEO.

“This development confirms that the 

market-centric location of DP World 

London Gateway, r ight on the 

doorstep of London and the South 

East and on the same site as the 

country's fastest growing deep-sea 

port, can only add value to supply 

chains – through reductions in cost, 

time and carbon footprint."

Located at the DP World London 

Gateway Logistics Park, the new 

building will act as a UK package 

processing hub and distribution 

centre for the local area as well as a 

gateway to UPS's global logistics 

network, with capacity to process up 

to 28,000 packages per hour and 

room for further expansion.

More than 500 employees will 

operate out of the new operations 

hub tha t  spans the space of 

approximately five football pitches. 

With over four miles of conveyor 

belts, the facility features advanced 

package scanning and sortation 

equ ipment  tha t  i nc rease  the 

flex ib i l i t y  to e ffic ient ly  route 

packages to their final destinations. 

Business and residential customers 

will benefit from enhanced speed 

and accuracy as UPS meets their 

growing global shipping demands.

The new London Hub is part of a $2 

billion infrastructure and network 

investment program by UPS across 

Europe to add capacity and provide 

even faster services across the 

region. Recent investments as part of 

t h i s  p r o g r a m  i n c l u d e  t h e 

announcement of a $155 million 

f a c i l i t y  i n  E i n d h o v e n ,  t h e 

Netherlands, the opening of an $80 

million facility in Bielefeld, Germany, 

and the construction of a $100 

million hub in Evry, France.

��
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22 million Indians rely on the logistics sector 
for their livelihood. By 2020, the industry 
is projected to reach US$215 billion in value

India is heading for dramatic 

economic reforms and changes. 

And logistics, the lifeline of the 

country's business activities, to move 

goods for its estimated more than 1.3 

b i l l i o n  d o m e s t i c  m a r k e t  i s 

experiencing major infrastructure and 

technological innovations to speed 

up things.

By 2020, India's logistics 

industry—which touches on 

roads, rails, air freight, 

shipping and port services, 

cargo and warehousing—is 

projected to reach US$215 

billion generating 

employment to more than 

22 million, experts said.

Mohsen Ahmad, VP Logistics District 

at Dubai South, a multibillion 140 sq-

k m  e c o n o m i c  z o n e  i n  D u ba i 

supporting a number of activities 

such as logistics, aviation, air freight, 

commercial, residential, among many 

others, around the Al Maktoum 

International Airport, believe India's 

logistics industry will see more 

growth in the coming years.

“India's logistics industry has bright 

prospects ahead with the evolution of Mohsen Ahmad, VP Logistics District at Dubai South
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infrastructure and technological 

innovations.  The logist ics and 

transport sector has huge potential 

for investment and is expected to 

steer economic growth of India in 

years to come,” said Mohsen Ahmad, 

CEO of Logistics District at Dubai 

South.

From 54th in 2014 on World 

Bank's Logistics 

Performance Index, India 

jumped to 35th place in 

2016, indicating its great 

improvement in handling 

logistics amid a booming e-

Commerce industry and a 

steadily growing business 

sector.

But analysts believe much is yet to be 

done to make the industry at par with 

international standards. Areas in 

contention include inadequate 

transport networks, technology and 

warehousing facilities, which differ 

from city to city, as well as skilled 

manpower shortage.

Government Support

Realizing the industry's potential to 

fuel economic growth, the Indian 

government had initiated steps to 

help the industry through different 

initiatives and policy changes such as 

introduction of the Goods and Service 

Tax (GST) and the e-airway bill that's 

not enough, the Indian government 

t o o ,  i s  p a v i n g  w a y  i n  t h e 

transformation of the sector by 

introducing different initiatives and 

policy changes such as the e-airway 

bill (electronic documentation aimed 

at tracking the movement of goods to 

prevent tax evasion), among others. 

These have in  ef fect  reduced 

bureaucracy.

The government had also invested on 

new infrastructure related to the 

industry as well as paving way for 

company loans with favorable terms.

Healthy Prospects

According to India's Department of 

Economic Affairs' annual report to the 

Parliament, the Economic Survey, the 

logistics sector will continue to see 

more growth and will likely reach 

US$215 billion in value by 2020 with 

the implementation of GST.

ICRA, an Indian rating agency, says 

logistics is estimated to grow by 

around 10 percent annually. “With a 

gradual improvement in most of 

economic indicators over the past 

couple of months, the outlook for the 

logistics companies is positive in the 

medium term. The Indian logistics 

industry is expected to grow by 9–10 

percent per annum over the medium 

term.” 

Shamsher Dewan, vice president and 

sector head ICRA Corporate Ratings, 

“Our analysis of the Q1 FY 2018 

performance of key listed logistics 

companies indicate that their revenue 

growth at 6.2 per cent (on Y-o-Y basis) 

outpaced the real GDP growth, much 

of it was supported by increase in 

freight rates since the latter half of FY 

2017 while volume growth remained 

flat for most of the companies.”

Dr. Thumbay Moideen, founding 

president of Thumbay Group, couldn't 

agree more.

“The logistics industry in India has 

seen many new entrants—big and 

small—in recent times, owing to the 

new opportunities opening up in the 

sector. The overall development of 

the industry in general, as well as 

i m p r o v e m e n t  i n  l o g i s t i c s 

infrastructure in different parts of the 

country is also responsible for 

accelerated growth of the logistic 

industry. The logistic sector in India is 

expected to flourish in the coming 

years, thanks to the rapid strides e-

commerce and the growth of the 

retail and manufacturing sectors,” 

said Moideen.

He noted that major industry players 

a re  inc reas ing ly  tu rn ing  in to 

innovations and technology to speed 

up the process, thus, promoting 

growth in logistics.

Th i rd-par ty  logis t ics  whereby 

operational logistics services are 

outsourced is projected to grow the 

fastest. India's TPL industry is seen to 

grow up to 21 percent CAGR in the 

coming years and is projected to 

reach Rs9.2 trillion in value by 2020. 

��

Dr. Thumbay MoideenShamsher Dewan
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Airports 
of the future

Industry experts say governments around the world are 

investing approximately US$1.1 trillion in airports and 

related construction projects to cope up with the current and 

future demand. Of the figure, the Center for Aviation (CAPA) 

says US$255 billion are being invested in new (Greenfield) 

airport projects and US$845 billion in new runways, terminal 

buildings, or terminal extensions.

By Gemma Q. Casas

US$1.1 trillion global investments on airports 
as aviation industry soars 
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rivaling their counterparts in the 

West for bespoke design and 

technological advancements when 

it comes to airports.

In the UAE, the capital Abu Dhabi 

and the megacity Dubai have both 

ongoing a i rpor t const ruct ion 

projects designed to strongly 

suppor t  the count r y 's  fu tu re 

economic growth.

Costing Dh19.1 billion, Abu Dhabi's 

Midfield Terminal will boast of 

contemporary art and architecture 

exuding openness and modernity. It 

has long-span arches with a roof that 

is almost twice as wide as the 

Heathrow International Airport and 

a central terminal space that can 

easily fit 21 football fields.

It will have 65 gates and can handle 

more than 45 million passengers a 

year who will be treated with visual 

connectivity between the airport's 

outdoor landscaping and indoor 

spaces spread over six levels which 

have a hotel, shops, restaurants and 

a n  a r t  g a l l e r y,  a m o n g o t h e r 

amenities.

First opened in 2010 to handle only 

cargo planes, Dubai World Central 

(DWC) is up for a major expansion to 

become the region's first integrated 

multimodal transportation platform 

connecting air, sea and land.

I t s  m a i n  c o m p o n e n t ,  t h e  A l 

Maktoum International Airport, is 

envisioned to be the world's largest 

with capacity to handle up to 260 

million passengers annually with the 

airport capable of landing four 

aircraft simultaneously.

The airport is designed to have three 

passenger terminals—one strictly 

for Emirates; two, to other airlines, 

and; three to low cost carriers. It will 

also have hotels and shopping malls, 

maintenance facilities and multiple 

concourses . Addit ional ly, i t is 

proposed to be linked to Dubai 

International Airport through a 

high-speed express rail system. 

Dubai had secured US$3 billion 

financing for its airport projects.

Technology has changed the 

way we live and that will be 

fully exploited in airports as 

they grapple to handle more than 

7.8 billion passengers forecast to 

travel across the globe by 2036.

Industry experts say governments 

around the world are investing 

approximately US$1.1 trillion in 

airports and related construction 

projects to cope up with the current 

and future demand. Of the figure, 

the Center for Aviation (CAPA) says 

US$255 billion are being invested in 

new (Greenfield) airport projects 

and US$845 billion in new runways, 

terminal buildings, or terminal 

extensions.

Asia-Pacific tops the l is t with 

projects valued at US$291.2 billion, 

CAPA noted. The Middle East and 

Africa (MEA) comes next at US$163.5 

billion, with Saudia Arabia and the 

UAE accounting for the lion share 

with their airports up for further 

modernization. In North America, 

t h e  U S l e a d s  w i t h  p ro j e c te d 

spending of over US$90 billion.

China, the world's most populous 

country with over 1.4 billion people, 

is spending US$76.7 billion for its 

airports. Its capital, Beijing, is taking 

as much as US$12.6 billion of the 

budget to increase its airport's 

capacity to 100 million which is 

scheduled to open in October 2019.

Analysts say China's domestic air-

travel traffic will quadruple to 1.6 

b i l l ion , thus , the government 

envisions increasing from 207 its 

domestic airports to 260 by 2020.

Already choking with its steadily 

increasing air travelers, India is 

spending US$62.2 billion to make 

100 airports operational by 2035, 

collectively able to handle one 

billion passengers. Next year, India's 

aviation industry is forecast to be the 

world's third largest.

Tomorrow's airports

Hailed for innovative concepts and 

state-of-the-art facilities, oil rich 

countries in the Middle East are 

Sharjah, the cultural capital of the 

UAE, is also constructing a new 

terminal scheduled to be launched 

in 2021 in a move designed to 

increase the airport's capacity to 25 

million annually. The project is part 

of the AED1.5 billion expansion plan.

The emirate of Fujairah in the UAE is 

also transforming its airport with 

US$180 mi l l i on budget  amid 

a n t i c i p a t e d  i n fl u x  o f  m o r e 

passengers.

I n  n e a r b y  O m a n ,  M u s c a t 

International Airport's new terminal 

is expected to boost its capacity to 

20 million passengers annually. The 

Su l tanate i s a l so p lanning to 

refurbish regional airports in Ad 

Duqm, Sohar and Ras Al Hadd.

In Egypt, three new airports are 

being built costing US$18.5 billion. 

O n e  o f  t h e m ,  t h e  S p h i n x 

International Airport, is slated to 

open this year.

Saudi Arabia, which has 27 

airports across the 

Kingdom, is building four 

new airports with the help 

of the private sector. 

Riyadh's newly-

modernized King Khalid 

International Airport is 

scheduled to be opened in 

2019 while the new Taif 

International Airport is 

expected to open in 

December 2020.

Despite having enough 

cash, Saudi Arabia is 

exploring three main 

models to privatize its 

airports. The first method 

enjoins the private sector 

to manage its airports 

which is being done for 

Dammam and Riyadh 

Airports. 

COVER STORY
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experience, our efforts in the last 10 

months have focused on expanding 

the airport's operational efficiency, 

as it witnesses a steady growth in 

passenger traffic and an increased 

demand for commercial services. 

We are pleased to partner with 

global leaders like Vanderlande and 

Serco Middle East to execute our 

long-term plans for the airport, and 

transform it into a major hub for air 

transportation within the region and 

beyond,” said Turki Abdullah Al-

Jawini, Chief Executive Officer of 

Dammam Airports Company.

Serco Middle East, meanwhile, will 

install cutting-edge fire and rescue 

services at the airport. 

Dammam Airpor t i s invest ing 

Dh1.37 billion to refurbish its airport 

which include the expansion of its 

cargo village.

Bahrain, which recently discovered 

new oil sources in the tiny kingdom, 

Second model is the public-private 

partnership (P3) and the third, 

management contract, is being 

tested in Jeddah.

Not only are new airports being built 

in Saudi , the Kingdom is also 

upgrading airport systems in many 

a s p e c t s .  D a m m a m  A i r p o r t s 

Company (DACO), for instance, has 

signed two strategic agreements 

with Vanderlande and Serco Middle 

East last May at the 18th Airport 

Show held in Dubai.

Vanderlande, the global market 

leader for value-added logistic 

process automation at airports, 

agreed to work with DACO on 

introducing a state-of-the-ar t 

Baggage Handling System (BHS) at 

KFIA that will help make travel 

procedures smoother for airport 

personnel, passengers and airlines. 

“Guided by our vision to transform 

airports and redefine the travel 

is building its second international 

airport on an artificial island for 

US$1.1billion. The project's first 

phase is expected to be completed 

in the third quarter of 2019. The new 

a i rpor t i s  pro jected to boost 

Bahrain's passenger traffic to 14 

million annually.

Kuwait is also constructing a new 

airport terminal to handle 25 million 

passengers a year. Costing US$4.3 

bi l l ion , the new fac i l i t ies wi l l 

accommodate all types of aircraft. 

Set to open late this year, 

Istanbul New Airport will 

be the biggest in the world 

with capacity to handle up 

to 150 million passengers 

with potential to be 

increased to 200 million.

The new airport will 

become the hub of Turkish 

Airlines which flies to more 

than 121 countries. 

Covering 76.5 million 

square meters, the site will 

have 228 passport control 

desks, two terminals, six 

runways and futuristic 

hotel rooms with trendy 

brand Yotel opening its 

first property in Turkey. 

Abu Dhabi International Airport, UAE

King Khaled International Airport

Saudi Arabia

Bahrain International Airport

Istanbul Atatürk Airport



Gandhi International Airport the 

commercial revenue was negligible. 

Today, the same airport is ranked 

number 1 in the world in service 

quality,” said the CEO of GMR Group 

wh ich  opera tes  Ra j i v  Gandh i 

International Airport, Hyderabad and 

Mactan Cebu International Airport in 

the Philippines.

By 2030, Smart Gates at Dubai 

airports will officially be fully adopted 

a n d  u s e d  t o  r e d u c e  h u m a n 

involvement in processing travelers 

for immigration purposes, Major 

General Mohammed Ahmed Al Marri, 

Director General, General Directorate 

of Residency and Foreigners Affairs – 

Dubai (GDRFA-D), emphasized at the 

recently held Airport Security Middle 

East Conference.

Col. Hamooda Belsuwaida Alameri, 

A s s i s t a n t  D i r e c t o r  G e n e r a l 

Operations at General Department of 

Airpor t Security, Dubai Police, 

The old Ataturk airport, which in 2016 

was hit by a terror bomb attack, will 

cease to operate when the new old 

located about 22 miles from the city 

center is opened.

Technology and immigration

With the use of technology, Dubai 

International (DXB), which last year 

handled more than 88 mil l ion 

passengers, managed to reduce 

immigrat ion process with in 6 

s e c o n d s  t h r o u g h  t h e  u s e 

sophisticated equipment and data 

intelligence.

Thani Al Zaffin, director general and 

board member of Emaratech who was 

among the panelists at the Global 

Airport Leaders Forum “Airport 

Collaborative Decision Making (A-

CDM), emphasized technology is not 

only hastening the process but also 

making passengers happy.

Technology is also being used in the 

simplest of things at airports for 

convenience and seamless flow of 

activities while dealing with tens of 

thousands on a daily basis.

Airports Council 

International said airports 

generate about 40 percent 

of its income from non-

aeronautical revenue 

sources such as car parking, 

land rents, terminal 

concession and advertising. 

In 2016, this totaled to 

US$152 billion. PS Nair, 

Chief Executive Officer of 

GMR Group, said knowing 

how to serve well your 

customers made a 

difference.

“When we took over Delhi's Indira 

meanwhile noted, technologies have 

been put into strategies to make 

Dubai airports safer and secure for 

everyone.

“Dubai police has plans to coordinate 

its human resources and capabilities 

to ensure security at airports. The 

airport security challenges are land 

side security, cyber security and 

security check points. Airports, the 

police and the security agencies need 

to  co l l abora te  and exchange 

information as well as to do risk 

assessments to ensure security on all 

fronts," Al Marri added: “We are 

constantly evolving with the advent 

of modern technology and artificial 

intelligence tools. This may be one of 

the factors facing some sectors, 

requ i r ing  the  dep loyment  of 

innovative and intelligent solutions 

b y  g o v e r n m e n t  e n t i t i e s  a n d 

contribution to promoting Dubai's 

global leadership.”
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With demand for pharmaceuticals in India steadily increasing across the world, 

world-class facilities adhering to international standards assure buyers and 

consumers of best practices and quality health products.

FEATURE

gets boost with WHO cargo certication

Hyderabad, 
India's pharma capital,  

M R  H y d e r a b a d 

GInternational Airport Ltd 

(GHIAL) which operates 

Rajiv Gandhi International Airport 

(RGIA) in Hyderabad has been 

continuously innovating, improving 

and expanding to provide the best of 

aviation services, be it on the 

passenger side or the cargo. 

Not for nothing, last year GHIAL 

received Airport Service Quality 

(ASQ) award from the Airports 

Council International (ACI). RGIA 

was adjudged as world's number 

one airport in the 5-15 million 

passengers per annum (MPPA) 

category for excelling 34 key service parameters. 

Rajiv Gandhi International Airport's efforts to keep on upgrading is well-

known and now comes the recognition by the World Health Organisation. 

GHIAL's cargo terminal has been certified with the WHO's Good Storage and 

Distribution Practices (WHO-GSDP). 

Awarded by SGS India, a leader in certifications in pharmaceutical sector, the 

WHO-GSDP certificate underscores Hyderabad airport's commitment to and 

compliance with quality management standards and international 

requirements throughout the pharma supply chain.

The Hyderabad Airport Cargo Terminal received this certification following a 

six–month long rigorous evaluation process, during which a team of SGS 

India auditors analyzed Hyderabad Airport Cargo Terminal's transportation, 

handling and storage processes, quality policies, facility management, 

equipment maintenance and security and assessed them against the 

guidelines outlined by the WHO's GSDP framework.
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The CEO of GHIAL, Mr. S.G.K Kishore, 

said, “As a Company, which is 

committed to ensuring end-to-end 

product safety and its integrity, we are 

proud to  ach ieve WHO-GSDP 

certification. Our rigorous quality 

s tandards ,  spec ia l ty  log i s t i cs 

expertise and meticulous execution, 

enable us to meet the demands of the 

Pharma City and optimize the supply 

chain for our customers globally.”

Dedicated Pharma Zone

In 2010, Hyderabad International 

Airport operated India's first airport-

based dedicated pharmaceutical 

handling facility (Pharma Zone), to 

handle the export of pharmaceutical 

products. It created a benchmark for 

dedicated temperature-controlled 

cargo handling facilities, influencing 

other airports in India.

Hyderabad is the pharma hub of India 

with Hyderabad Airport's 60 percent 

cargo exports comprised of pharma 

products. Hyderabad Airport pharma 

cargo has witnessed CAGR of 10 

percent for the last five years. 

Its cargo terminal has been taking 

initiatives for effective handling of 

pharmaceuticals in order to meet the 

growing requirements of customers 

the world over. Over the years, there 

has been a growing demand for 

temperature controlled facilities and 

major focus has been on establishing 

an end to end unbroken cold chain for 

handling exports and imports.

Best-in-class cooling systems

Consistently being at the forefront of 

taking path breaking initiatives, 

Hyderabad Airpor t  Cargo has 

inducted best-in-class active and 

passive cooling storage mechanisms 

in partnership with Envirotainer and 

Agility to keep the pharma products' 

integrity sacrosanct. Hyderabad 

Airport Cargo Terminal has also 

inducted a large tunnel X-Ray to 

facilitate the screening of shipper 

built units (SBUs). 

Since the inception of the Air Cargo 

C o m p l e x ,  1 0  y e a r s  a g o 

(commissioned on March 23, 2008), 

Rajiv Gandhi International Airport has 

come a long way. It is the foremost 

cargo complex in India to have 

implemented a concept of an 

integrated cargo facility housing both 

domestic and international facilities 

under one roof. The Air Cargo 

Complex has a built-in area of 14,500 

Sq meters, with a capacity to handle 

cargo throughput of 1,50,000 MT 

annually. The complex  has dedicated 

cargo apron facilities both for 

handling regular and freighter 

operations. 

The key features of the complex 

include:

è Spacious processing and storage 

and handling faci l i t ies for 

domestic (outbound, inbound 

i n c l u d i n g  c o u r i e r )  a n d 

international (export, import, 

trans-shipment) cargo

è Separate Cold Storage facilities 

for domestic and international 

(export and import) cargo

è Special handling facilities for 

p re c i o u s ,  h a z a rd o u s  a n d 

perishable cargo 

è Exclusive storage facilities for 

Va l u a b l e  ,  Vu l n e r a b l e  & 

Dangerous consignments

è Customs Examination area 

facilities

è Dedicated banking facilities 

of f e red  by  Sta te  Bank  of 

Hyderabad with future provision 

of another bank

è Adequate Dock leveler facility at 

the truck dock area to handle any 

type of vehicle

è Exclusive office area distinct from 

cargo processing/storage area

è X-ray screening facilities

è Access Control System

è EDI System having provision for 

interfacing arrangements with 

regulatory, facilitating and other 

user agencies

è State of the art equipments like 

Lift & Run System (an improved 

version over ETV), articulated 

high reach trucks etc; 

è Usage of pollution free battery 

c h a r g e d  c a r g o  h a n d l i n g 

equipments with stand by 

charger units 

è Tota l  coverage with CCTV 

Surveillance System of all areas 

24/7

è Truck docking/ car parking areas 

close to the air cargo complex

Joint venture with Hyderabad 

Menzies

To ensure world class facilities are 

provided to the cargo community, 

GHIAL has formed a joint venture 

company, Hyderabad Menzies Air 

Cargo Pvt. Ltd (HMACPL). One of the 

globally leading cargo and ground 

handling operator viz Menzies 

Aviation Plc (HMACPL) is the joint 

venture partner. 

Hyderabad Menzies Air 

Cargo offers optional 

documentation handling for 

International cargo; total 

documentation handling for 

domestic cargo; Air way bill 

(AWB) execution for walk-in 

customers; and acceptance 

of cargo in ready for 

carriage condition subject 

to carting orders from 

airlines. It provides AWB 

execution for walk-in 

domestic customers. It also 

takes cargo in ready for 

carriage condition subject 

to carting order from 

airlines. HMACPL provides 

complete physical storage 

handling including build-up 

& break-down of ULDs. It 

has created dedicated 

handling of freighter 

operations and not to 

forget the Warehouse 

Inventory Management.
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Free Trade Zone

The Free Trade Zones (FTZ) is a special 

category of Special Economic Zone 

and is governed by the provisions of 

the SEZ Act and the Rules under the 

Ministry of Commerce & Industry.The 

only airport based FTZ is located two 

kilometres east of the Passenger 

Terminal building of the Hyderabad- 

RGIA while the logistics /FTZ precinct 

is approximately 19.85 acres in area. 

The site is high quality, ideal with flat 

& barren characteristics under the 

possession of GHIAL as notified 

multiproduct SEZ. The FTZ site 

includes direct road access which is 

strategically significant for future 

development of the logistics district.

Cargo Village

The Cargo Village consisting of the 

existing Cargo Satellite Building 

(CSB), houses 120 units, each unit 

measuring 6800X7600 mm with 40 

warehouses on Ground Floor along 

with 80 offices on 1st and 2nd floor. 

Many leading Customs House Agents 

(CHAs) and Freight Forwarders are 

current ly  present  in  the CSB. 

Regulatory agencies like CDSCO 

(Central Drug Standards Control 

Organization), Plant Quarantine, 

Animal Quarantine and Government 

agencies like Department of Posts are 

also provided with premises at CSB.

RGIA is now constructing a new 

facility that will meet the growing 

demands of warehousing and office 

space at RGIA. The new building is 

called CSBX (Cargo Satellite Building 

Extension) and is adjacent to the 

current CSB space. The CSBX will 

complement our efforts to establish 

and grow India's 1st functional Cargo 

Village.

The international freight carried by 

Hyderabad airport indicates healthy 

growth. It processed 65279 metric 

tons from April 2017 to January 2018 

as against 56574 metric tons during 

the previous period.  Qatar Airways 

Cargo and Luf thansa operate 

dedicated freighters from here. As 

regards domestic freight, it carried 

45994 metric tons from April 2017 to 

January 2018 as against 43987 metric 

tons. 

The airport is all set to embark on a 

major expansion by doubling the 

capacity up to 25 million passengers 

per annum (MPPA). 

“Though the work has 

begun in a small way, it will 

gather speed in January 

2018 and will be completed 

in 24-30 months. Last year, 

the airport handled 16 

MPPA and expected to hit 

18 MPPA by end of this 

fiscal,” Mr. Kishore 

mentioned. “When the 

terminal was planned in 

2006, it was designed to 

facilitate expansion and 

handle twice the current 

capacity of 12 MPPA when 

completed. Of the 16 MPPA 

handled last year, one third 

for international travelers.”

There is no stopping the expansion of 

the Hyderabad airport which is 

keeping itself abreast of the times and 

passenger comfort and needs.

FEATURE





The definition of 'logistics' is 

becoming more and more 

diverse, covering a wide array 

of operations inside and outside of a 

company. 

Today, economics, environmental and 

social efficiencies are some of the core 

objectives for modern business 

development. Reverse logistics is one 

of the methods which companies can 

use in achieving sustainability. 

Reverse logistics is a multi-facet 

process that connects chain of post-

purchase services designed to 

increase customer loyalty and 

minimize return costs for merchants. 

It includes the following services: 

return authorization, label creation, 

transportation, inspection and 

grading, refurbishment, product 

resa le ,  recyc l ing ,  l iqu idat ion , 

customer and merchant notifications, 

expedited refunds, and returns 

business intelligence. It is also a 

process of planning, implementing 

and controlling the efficient, cost 

effective flow of raw materials, in 

process inventory finished goods and 

related information from the point of 

origin for the purpose of recapturing 

value or proper disposal.

Regular transaction cycle

Many industry sectors such as high 

t e c h ,  a u t o m o t i v e  p a r t s , 

pharmaceuticals, medical devices, etc. 

where products and components 

return are part of the everyday 

transaction cycle. 

Companies  f rom with in these 

industries factor the cost of returns 

into their pricing strategies and are 

good at managing the efficiency of 

flows for both the outbound and 

return supply chains, thereby helping 

to control the operational cost base. 

However, some companies within 

these  indust r ies  Fas t  Mov ing 

Consumer Goods (FMCGs) and other 

manufacturing sectors are not as 

focused on the returned goods 

supply chain, thereby unknowingly 

absorbing the cost of their reverse 

logistics activities into their 'business 

as usual' cost base. 

In an email interview with Air Cargo 

Update ,  Joe  Ba l la to ,  Product 
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Reverse Logistics: 
An unexplored area for potential revenue growth
Returns offer a key point of differentiation for merchants. Clear communication 
of return policies and processes are important points which help in growing sales
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M a n a g e r,  Pa rc e l  O p e r a t i o n s , 

Newgistics, Jim Brill, Marketing 

Manager, UPS and Mike Hachtman, 

President and CEO, Relogistics, 

explained to us the working process 

of Reverse Logistics and how is it 

different from a traditional forward 

logistical flow?

Product flow

The flow of Reverse logistics, however, 

is a different story. It involves Return 

Authorizat ion,  Transpor tat ion, 

Receipt, Product Recovery, Customer 

Credit, Restock, and Resale. 

Shippers generally do not initiate 

reverse logistics activity as a result of 

planning and decision-making on the 

part of the firm, but in response to 

actions by consumers or downstream 

channel members. 

When a return is initiated, the 

returned product is collected and sent 

to the distribution center. At the same 

time the relevant information about 

the return item description, condition 

at return, customer information etc., is 

transferred to the return-processing 

center. 

Mike Hachtman, President 

& CEO at Relogistics, 

explains the product 

cycle,“As product is shipped 

to retailers, it is often 

shipped on, or in, a reusable 

or returnable packaging 

such as reusable pallets, 

totes and containers.  A 

perfect example is the 

millions of wood pallets 

that move through the 

supply chain every day.  

After these pallets are 

emptied of their product, 

they are transported back 

to Relogistics where we 

segregate them by type.  

Some are returned to the 

retailer for reuse while 

others are ready for 

shipment back to their 

owner.”

UPS' Marketing Manager Jim Brill 

explains, “The front end of the reverse 

process is those activities involved in 

the pickup and transportation of the 

goods or materials needing to be 

returned or recovered. The back end 

activities occur once the goods or 

materials  are del ivered;  these 

activities then surround the receipt, 

unpacking, grading, reworking and 

decision making of what to do with 

these items. A key term here is the 

'disposition' of the returned goods; 

what are we going to do with it?”

Reverse Logistics vs. Traditional 

Logistics

Reverse logistics is drastically more 

complex than forward logistics as 

there are many more steps and 

decision points involved when 

dealing with goods moving in reverse. 

The emphasis has been shifted from 

speed of transportation toward total 

cost of return processing including 

time to refund, ability to recover an 

asset as close to full value as possible 

and prepare for resale.

Sales forecast is used to project sale 

requirement, when certain amount 

product is required, they will be 

shipped to the distribution center and 

then shipped to the retail stores from 

distribution center. At every single 

level of the supply chain, ASNs 

(Advanced Shipping Notices) will be 

assisting the useful information as the 

products flow.

Hachtman said, “Traditional logistics 

focuses on the shipment of product 

f rom manufac tu r ing  th rough 

distribution and ultimately to retail 

stores.  At Relogistics, we focus on the 

reverse  flow of  the  reusab le , 

returnable and recyclable packaging 

as it moves from the stores back to its 

destination for reuse.”

“It requires strong data analytics and 

integration between the merchant 

and the reverse logistics provider. 

Solutions are merchant specific 

requiring product knowledge that 

may be different for every product 

line or every SKU.  Reverse logistics 

so lut ions  may need to adapt 

seasonally as product mix changes 

and returns become obsolete,” says 

Joe Ballato, operations manager, 

Newgistics. 

Rising practices in aftermarket 

activities

Returns  of fe r  a  key  po in t  of 

differentiation for best-in-class 

merchants.  Clear communication of 

return policies and processes are 

important points, which will helpgrow 

sales. 

Ballato said, “In many verticals e-

commerce return rates exceed 30% 

and return costs eat away at product 

margins.  A reverse logistics solution 

designed to maximize customer 

loyalty and maximize product 

recovery is critical to maintaining 

profitability”.

Hachtman said, “Reusable packaging 

improves the efficiency of the supply 

chain by providing better protection 

for the product it is carrying.  While 

the increased use of reusable 

packaging has improved retail supply 

chains, it has also led to the need to 

find more efficient methods of 

handl ing and returning these 

packaging”.

Now part of Pitney Bowes, Newgistics 

combines its expertise in returns 

transportation and turn-key order 

fulfillment with even greater scale and 

data insights to create a bundled 

reverse dispositioning solution that 

allows merchants to outsource their 

returns processing.  

The process of Reusing

There are several types of reusable 

packag ing .   Pa l l e t s  a re  used 

throughout supply chains and include 

traditional wood pallets as well 

pooled pallets (CHEP, Peco, iGPS and 

others) that must be returned to their 

owner after use.  Reusable Plastic 

Containers (RPCs) are used to 

transport the majority of produce to 

retail stores.  

These must be sorted and returned to 

their owners to be used again.  In 

addition, there are various types of 

containers and totes used to ship 

product to store shelves that must be 

returned to the retailer to use again.

“Ideally, returns are refurbished back 
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to first quality for resale at full retail 

value.  This provides the best-cost 

r e c o v e r y  f o r  m e rc h a n t s  a n d 

minimizes the problems created 

when returns are liquidated through 

aftermarket solutions, which can put 

price pressure on first-quality items. 

Purchasers of second-hand items 

expect manufacturers to honor 

original warranties even though 

manufacturers do not get the revenue 

on those sales.

Returns can be used to support 

warranty operations and parts 

recovery or sold on secondary 

marketplaces,” said Ballato. 

Disposition activities could include 

return to inventory, light repair or 

touch up for resale, major repair or 

rework, dismantle and harvest parts 

or useable components, recycle, scrap 

and send to landfill, or donate, 

according to UPS. 

Tracking system notifies merchant 

a n d  c o n s u m e r  a b o u t  e v e r y 

scan/tracking event as the parcel 

moves through the transportation 

network.  Product catalog integration 

along with a business rules engine 

allows merchants to specify how each 

product should be dispositioned, i.e. 

refurbish, recycle, donate, RTV, etc.  

APIs faci l i tate fast transfer of 

information to and from the 3PL to 

the merchant and consumer.

Value of goods

Reverse Logistics is the process of 

moving goods backwards and then 

determining what to do with them; 

the RL process itself is not what 

reduces the value of goods. Rather it's 

the erosion of product value due to 

time, the disposition activities, 

condition of returned goods, and the 

amount of re-work involved to get the 

goods back to saleable condition that 

ultimately reduces value.  

The cost of returns should be 

forecasted along with product sales. A 

good reverse logistics program will 

improve the bottom line by reducing 

the cost of returns, according to 

Newgistics. 

Relogist ics  ut i l izes i ts  onl ine, 

proprietary application, Velocity that 

provides online visibility to all data 

anytime, anywhere. 

Hachtman said, “We also 

present a customized, 

comprehensive, monthly 

statement of all activity that 

includes a summary and 

various detailed reports 

depending on the services 

provided. By tracking all 

movements within the 

system, we can ensure that 

all assets are properly cared 

for, compensation is fair, 

and costs are as low as 

possible”.

UPS provides a variety of technology 

platforms to help merchants of all 

sizes provide return capabilities to 

their customer for a friction free 

experience. (front-end returns)

UPS and its alliance with Optoro help 

m e r c h a n t s  t h e n  w i t h  t h e 

disposi t ioning process of  the 

returned goods and materials (back 

end processing).

Ecommerce freight logistics

Reverse logistics presents one of the 

biggest operational challenges in the 

world of eCommerce freight logistics 

due to the sheer volume and cost of 

processing returns. 

Effective reverse logistics is believed 

to result in direct benefits, including 

improved customer satisfaction, 

decreased resource investment levels, 

and reductions in storage and 

distribution costs. 

The amount of returned goods going 

backwards along the supply chain 

from the end point (customers) is 

usually much more than people 

normally think. 

For example, the sheer volume of 

r e t u r n s  g e n e r a t e d  i n  m a n y 

companies, ranges from 3% to as high 

as 50% of total shipments across all 

industries. Many other studies 

indicated the real costs of the returns 

take up roughly 3%-5% of total 

revenue. 

Surprisingly, for the traditional bricks-

and-mortar retail operations, returns 

are 3 to 4 times more expensive than 

forward (outbound) shipments. 

“More merchants are now looking for 

ways to outsource all or part of their 

returns operations.  Facing increasing 

pressure from: Amazon influence on 

speed to refund, trying to grow 

outbound while containing return 

rates, delay new capital investments 

needed for returns, avoid dealing with 

increasing labor costs,” says Ballato. 

Return costs are a drag on product 

margins and a disproportionate 

percentage of distribution center 

expenses.  In a drop-ship enviro-

nment the return of goods to OEMs 

presents a huge challenge, according 

to Newgistics.

Future of reverse logistics

Supply chains are becoming more 

complex — and competitive — every 

day. Product is moving faster than 

ever before and more of it is being 

moved in reusable packaging. 

Because no two-supply chains are 

identical, customized solutions to 

handle the return of this reusable 

packaging will grow in importance 

according to the experts. 

“Reverse logistics will continue to 

grow in  the coming years  as 

ecommerce continues to grow, as well 

as new and exciting sales and service 

models are developed in all industry 

segments.  There will always be the 

need for goods or materials to move 

in reverse and these needs will 

continue to grow along side of the 

growth of commerce,” concludes UPS' 

Jim Brill. 
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Tires are continuously evolving for the better in an era where innovations 

are highlighted and punctuated by customer demand for products that 

give more value for their money.

Ahmed Mahboob Musabih, Director of Dubai Customs, said Dubai is 

delighted to connect the global market of spare parts and accessories, 

particularly the GCC, Arab Countries, Africa, the Indian Subcontinent and 

Southeast Asia.  

Tires of the future: 
Engineered for safety and durability 
Tires are an essential part of our mobility on land and on air. 
By 2019, an estimated 3 billion tires will be sold worldwide 
valued at over $258 billion. New technology is discovered 
and introduced every year to make tires safer and last longer.

TRUCKING
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While cars, trucks and other 

types of automobiles 

o u t s h i n e  t i r e s  i n 

popularity, there's no doubt it's an 

important part of the industry that 

keep growing and reinventing itself to 

keep up with the changing times.

Tires are the only thing between the 

road and your vehicle—be it a car, a 

truck, a motorcycle, a bike or a 

plane—thus, performance, durability 

and safety, matter a lot.

Industry experts estimate around 3 

billion tires will be sold in 2019 

generating over $258 billion for the 

indust r y.  Each  year,  new t i re 

technology is discovered and applied 

to make tires safer and last longer.

At Automechanika Dubai 2018 held at 

the Dubai International Convention 

and Exhibition Centre, the Middle East 

and Africa's largest trade exhibition 

for the automotive aftermarket and 

services industry, tires of different 

sizes and shapes were showcased 

along with other auto parts and 

components.

Upward track market

Dubai Customs said the Dubai auto 

parts and accessories trade is valued 

at AED39.9 billion in 2017 as more 

vehicles enter the market, particularly 

in the industrial sector as various 

construction projects are undertaken.

Imports of tires, batteries, engine 

components and systems into Dubai 

were valued at AED22.35 billion last 

year, while the value of exports and re-

exports coming out of the Emirate 

was AED17.54 billion, Dubai Customs 

noted.

The volume of trade in 

Dubai's thriving automotive 

aftermarket has also 

increased year-on-year, with 

2.25 million tons of tyres, 

batteries, engine 

components and systems 

shipped through the 

Emirate in 2017, 8.4 percent 

up on 2016.

Japan (AED5.63 billion), 

South Korea (AED3 billion), 

USA (AED2.94 billion), 

Germany (AED2.69 billion), 

and China (AED2.39 billion) 

were Dubai's top country 

partners last year in terms 

of total auto parts trade, 

Dubai Customs noted. 

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia (AED2 

billion), Afghanistan (1.34 billion), Iraq 

(AED1.1 billion) Oman (AED730 

million), and Kuwait (AED580 million) 

were the Emirate's biggest export and 

r e - e x p o r t  m a r k e t s  i n  2 0 1 7 , 

accounting for a combined 33 

percent of Dubai's exports and re-

exports of auto parts, accessories, 

tires, and engine components for the 

year.

The five major trading partners 

comprised 69 per cent of Dubai's total 

automotive parts imports in 2017. 

Japan was the top destination from 

which Dubai's car parts originated, 

claiming AED5.61 billion of the 

market and a 25 percent share of total 

imports.

South Korea followed with AED2.94 

billion worth of exports to Dubai (13 

percent share. USA (AED2.37 billion), 

Germany (AED2.29 billion), and China 

(AED2.17 billion) comprise the other 

three top exporters to Dubai.

Ahmed Mahboob Musabih, the 

Director of Dubai Customs, said Dubai 

is delighted to connect the global 

market of spare parts and accessories, 

particularly the GCC, Arab Countries, 

Africa, the Indian Subcontinent and 

Southeast Asia.  

Ahmed Pauwels, CEO of Messe 

Frankfurt Middle East, the organiser 

of Automechanika Dubai, added: 

“Dubai is the epicentre of Middle East 

and African automotive aftermarket, 

and it's pleasing to see the Emirate's 

spare parts and accessories trade 

value and volume is back on an 

upward track.”

New innovations 

Tires are continuously evolving for the 

better in an era where innovations are 

highlighted and punctuated by 

customer demand for products that 

give more value for their money.

Manufacturers are ultimately aiming 

to develop tires that can withstand 

different road conditions under 

extreme heat or cold weather without 

compromising safety and durability.

For instance, Bridgestone Corp., one 

of the world's top tire makers, had 

introduced and patented the so-

called Contact Area Information 

Sensing (CAIS) tires. These tires are 

equipped with sensors that can 

identify in real time seven types of 

road conditions—dry, semi-dry, wet, 

slush, fresh snow, compacted snow, 

and ice—empowering the driver to 

maneuver accordingly.

CAIS is being developed to provide as 

well information on tread wear and 

work with air pressure sensors to 

TRUCKING
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communicate air pressure data.

A Dutch biotech firm, KeyGene, is 

experimenting on turning the roots of 

the Russian Dandelion and the 

common Dandel ion as rubber 

substitute with tires in mind as 

primary product.

The phenotype of these crossbreed 

dandelions are expected to make up 

for more demand for rubber or latex, 

the main component of tires.

BFGoodrich Tires, another global 

major tire manufacturer, says it uses 

synthetic rubber, specifically butyl 

rubber, as it is virtually impenetrable 

to water and air. Its tires are also 

equipped with technological ly 

advanced tread that can withstand 

abrasion and heat and is designed to 

resist wear.

C o n s i d e r e d  t h e  l o w e s t  t e c h 

development in tires, discoloration is 

a l s o  u s e d  a m o n g  s o m e  t i r e 

manufacturers to warn drivers when 

to change tires. This technique turns 

the tire from black to bright orange 

which indicates that it's time to 

change the tire.

Other more technologically advanced 

techniques in tire manufacturing are 

being designed and tested and are 

expected to be introduced in the 

market in less than a decade.

Believe it or not, tires can actually lose up to 1psi (pounds per 

square inch) every month. So be on the safe side and check all 

tires, including your spare, once a month (or before a long trip). It's 

no biggie. Here's how you do it:

1. Purchase a trusted pressure gauge.

2. Check your tires “cold” – before you've driven or at least three 

hours after you've driven.

3. Insert pressure gauge into the valve stem on your tire. (The 

gauge will “pop” out and show a measured number. When you 

hear a “pssst” sound, that's air escaping the tire. The escaping 

air shouldn't affect pressure substantially, unless you hold down 

the air pressure gauge too long.)

4. Compare the measured psi to the psi found on the sticker 

inside the driver's door of your vehicle or in owner's manual. DO 

NOT compare to the psi on your tire's sidewall.

5. If your psi is above the number, let air out until it matches. If 

below, add air (or have a BFGoodrich Tires dealer help you) until 

it reaches the proper number.

Nitrogen Versus Compressed Air

It's pretty common knowledge that most tires are filled with 

compressed air. But some tire dealers have started putting nitrogen 

in their customers' tires. (Nitrogen is simply dry air with the oxygen 

removed. 

Air contains nearly 79% nitrogen already. Note: Welcome to science 

class.) Because nitrogen replaces oxygen, less air can escape your 

tires, and your air pressure stays higher for longer. Also, know that 

nitrogen and compressed air CAN be mixed, if needed.

Unfortunately, there are other possible sources of leaks (tire/rim 

interface, valve, valve/rim interface and the wheel), which prevent 

the guarantee of pressure maintenance for individuals using air or 

nitrogen inflation. Tires manufactured by BFGoodrich Tires are 

designed to deliver their expected performance when inflated with 

air or nitrogen, as long as, the user respects the pressures 

recommended by the vehicle manufacturer on the vehicle's placard 

or by the tire manufacturer. Source: BFGoodrich Tires

How to Check Tire Pressure

TRUCKING
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M
any analysts in the world compare any two 

categories as a linear column or graph, as 

shown in the figure. 

The idea of gap analysis is to convert the linear 

analysis of one axis to a plane analysis of two axes, by 

creating one relative reference values (averages), to 

get a clear and complete picture for all the categories 

of the study. 

The graph shows five columns of actual values of load 

factors for low cost carriers (period 2015) with 

breakeven load factor – line graph.

 Obviously, Norwegian is the poor one since the 

breakeven load factor greater than the actual load 

factor, but no clear decision about other four airlines 

i.e., Ryanair, EasyJet, Wizz and Vueling though it has 

less tendency to compete due to the small gap 

between Achieved Load Factor and Breakeven Load 

Factor.

By considering the gap points (linear), we can deduce 

that Ryanair has the highest gap, while EasyJet 

reported the second one. 

But by constructing the relative value matrix of 

breakeven and actual load factor, the story will be 

different, the previous gap will be affected by an axis 

that passing the first quarter and the third quarter 

defining the best performance and the poorest 

performing region. 

Two airlines are more closely to be at the same level, 

Ryanair and EasyJet. Despite EasyJet being located in 

the second quarter followed by Wizz, then by Vueling. 

The gradual blue circles define the distance from the 

origin point, and give a clear message for airline 

AVIATION 

Think Differently: Who Is Doing Well 
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position in this matrix. In this case, no 

changes in the ranking sequence. 

Reposition the Cost – EasyJet case 

study 

But if EasyJet tries to reposition its 

cost and report the breakeven load to 

be 78% instead of 79.5%, i.e., adjusted 

its cost to drop 1.5 points, then the 

story will be different. 

A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  n e w  c o s t 

adjustment, the new matrix will show 

a position change for EasyJet, as it 

moves from second quarter to first 

quarter, taking the lead on the scale 

excellent - poor performance axis, as 

shown in the following figure. 

So in  second case ,  for  l inear 

comparison, Ryanair still is the leader, 

while in multi – dimensional matrix 

analysis, EasyJet will be the leader, i.e., 

as it needs to drop 1.5 points of its 

cost to achieve the top. 

The Conclusion

The performance of any airline can be 

addressed by two main factors, 

1- Achieved Load Factor 

2- Breakeven Load Factor 

These two factors can represent linear 

c o l u m n  g r a p h  w h i c h  g i v e  a 

comparison measured by a linear 

difference points.

 But to compare with other airlines of 

the same kind (LCC), we have to 

include the other base line parameter 

of the committee which is Average 

value for Actual load factor and 

breakeven load factor and that is best 

described by two dimensional matrix 

actual – breakeven load factor. 

This will lead us to develop another 

performance matrix that devoted by 

45 degree from the main axis define 

by Excellent – Poor Performance 

matrix 

This matrix gives a clear picture for 

comparison and ranking level.

Disclaimer: Mohammed Salem Awad is an aviation consultant at Yemen Airways. Opinions expressed 

in this piece are solely his and not necessarily that of Air Cargo Update.
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GENEVA: Titan Aviation, a leading 

provider of aircraft management, 

aircraft sales and air charter services 

in the Middle East and India, has 

secured two new international Air 

Operator Certificates (AOCs) and laid 

out its ambitious global growth 

strategy at EBACE 2018 – Europe's 

premier aviation event.

Founded in 2004 in India, the Dubai-

headquartered company has since 

opened eight 

n e w  b a s e s 

across Europe 

and the USA, 

a n d  h u g e l y 

strengthened 

its operations 

team.

“ W e  a r e 

growing and 

e x p a n d i n g 

into the global 

market with 

the latest two 

certifications 

facilitating our international aircraft 

management and charter business 

with aircraft registered in San Marino 

or the USA now flying all over the 

world,” said Capt. Sakeer Sheik, 

founder and chairman of Titan 

Aviation Group.

With offices in San Marino, Italy, 

Germany, France, the UK, Florida, 

New Jersey and New York, Titan now 

Titan Aviation goes global with new AOCs
has 25 aircraft in its globally managed 

fleet ,  including Lineage 1000, 

Bombardier Global 6000, Legacy 650 

and Gulfstream, with several available 

for charter.

“Our target is to have 20 jets under 

management in Europe within two 

years and 50 in the USA within the 

same timescale of 2020,” explained 

Sheik. “The new AOCs and offices 

leave us well placed to reach these 

aims. We are now servicing the main 

European and American business and 

leisure destinations preferred by our 

clients in the Middle East and India, 

while providing seamless access to 

and from the USA and Europe.”

Titan's international growth march 

also includes expanding its influence 

into the medevac arena, particularly 

in the UAE where a gap in the market 

has arisen with the withdrawal of Abu 

Dhabi's Royal Jet from the sector. 

UAE, Canada in talks to increase direct flights

OTTAWA: The United Arab Emirates 

and Canada recently held talks on 

the possibility of increasing the 

number of direct flights between 

them to further strengthen their 

pol i t ica l , economic and trade 

relations.

The Canadian government says the 

UAE is Canada's largest export 

market in the Middle East and North 

Africa and its 16th largest export 

market globally. Canadian exports 

to the UAE reached a record US$1.79 

billion in 2016.

Foreign Direct Investment is also a 

common interest between the 

count r ies w i th UAE inves tor s 

pour ing in US$9.68 bi l l ion to 

C a n a d a  i n  2 0 1 5 .  A b o u t  1 5 0 

Canadian companies operate in the 

UAE and about 40,000 Canadians 

live and work in the UAE.

UAE Minister of Economy Sultan bin 

Saeed Al Mansouri led the meeting 

in Canada. He met with Canadian 

Minister of Transport Marc Garneau 

and discussed ways to develop joint 

cooperation in the air transport 

field, the Emirates State News 

Agency WAM reported.

During the meeting, held at the 

Canadian ministry headquarters, Al 

Mansouri said the UAE and Canada 

enjoy growing bilateral relations, 

especially in the economic and 

trade sectors. 

He also pointed out that the two 

countries have completed a number 

of qualitative steps during the last 

phase to create the necessary 

legislative structure for the growth 

of cooperation between the private 

sectors and the opening of markets 

to businessmen from both sides 

through signing of a number of 

a g r e e m e n t s  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e 

establishment of the Joint Economic 

Committee and the formation of the 

UAE-Canada Business Council. 

Al Mansouri added there is a need to 

develop aspects of cooperation in 

the field of aviation and air services, 

to keep abreast of the current 

development in bilateral relations 

between the two countries.

Capt. Sakeer Sheik
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Ethiopian and The University of Mississippi 
sign aviation MOU 

ADDIS  ABABA/MISSISS IPPI : 

Ethiopian Airlines, the largest Aviation 

Group in Africa and SKYTRAX certified 

Four Star Global Airline, and The 

University of Mississippi, signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU) to introduce different aviation 

related training programs into the 

existing courses of Ethiopian Aviation 

Academy (EAA).

The training programs to be introduced 

inc lude  Integrated  Market ing 

Communication

(IMC), Aviation Executive EMBA and a 

four-year engineering degree program 

aimed at

upgrading EAA's existing two-year 

Aircraft Maintenance training.

The MOU was signed in April 2018 by 

Ethiopian  Group CEO Tewolde 

GebreMariam and Professor Noel E. 

Wilkin, Provost & Executive Vice 

Chancellor of The University of 

Mississippi, the largest public research 

university in the state of Mississippi.

GebreMariam said the deal is part of the 

company's Vision 2025 Strategic road 

map to remain competitive in the 

dynamic aviation industry.

“In today's increasingly competitive air 

transport business, Airlines need well 

trained and highly skilled management 

and employees to compete and 

succeed in the market. As part of our 

Vision 2025 Strategic road map, to 

enhance and upgrade the training 

given at our Aviation Academy, we are 

very happy to sign this agreement with 

the University of Mississippi which will 

introduce Integrated Marketing Comm-

unication (IMC), Aviation Executive 

EMBA and a four-year engineering 

degree program,” the CEO said.

Wilkin said he's very pleased that 

Ethiopian chose to forge an alliance 

with the university.

“This partnership will afford us the 

opportunity to shape the talent and 

abilities of the airline industry in Africa,” 

said Wilkin. 

Will Norton, Dean of the Meek School 

of Journalism and New Media at the 

university added: “Integrated Marketing 

Communications is vital for economic 

development of a nation and for 

businesses wishing to have more sales. 

The IMC degree program at Ole Miss 

s h o u l d  e n h a n c e  e c o n o m i c 

development in Ethiopia and increase 

business for Ethiopian Airlines.”

With annual intake capacity of 4000 

trainees, EAA is the largest and the most 

modern aviation academy in Africa 

recognized as ICAO regional Training 

Center of Excellence.

Founded in 1848, the University of 

Mississippi is Mississippi's flagship 

university with a long history of 

producing leaders in public service, 

academics and business.

DOHA: Qatar Airways 

recently launched its direct 

flight service to the world-

famous Mykonos Island in 

Greece.

The airline's new nonstop 

direct service from Doha to 

Mykonos International 

Airport will run four times a 

week. It will use an Airbus 

A320, with 12 seats in 

Business Class and 132 seats 

in Economy Class. 

With the launch of 

Mykonos, Qatar Airways 

increased its flights to 58 

times a week from Doha's 

five-star Hamad 

International Airport to 

Greece.

The Doha-based airline 

which has a modern fleet of 

over 200 aircraft flies to 

more than 150 destinations 

worldwide from its hub at 

Hamad International 

Airport.

This year through 2019, the 

airline plans to serve more 

routes in Europe and Asia 

such as Estonia, Malta, 

Spain, Vietnam and some 

cities in Turkey.

Qatar Airways 
now flies to 
Mykonos

Ethiopian Group CEO Tewolde 
GebreMariam, seated right, with 
officials of the University of Mississippi.
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Turkish Airlines unleashes the 
'Trojan Horse' in the sky

DUBAI: Turkish Airlines has begun 

flying its A321 planes with the livery of 

the “Trojan Horse” as Turkey marks 

2018 as “The Year of Troia.”

Turkey's Ministry of Culture and 

Tourism said the occasion coincides 

with the 20th anniversary of the 

admission of the archaeological site of 

Troia to UNESCO's World Cultural 

Heritage List. 

M. İlker Aycı, Turkish Airlines Chairman 

of the Board and the Executive 

Committee, said the country's flag 

carrier takes pride in its role in 

promoting Turkey's tourism industry 

and supporting the government's 

push for more economic develop-

ment.

“As the flag carrier airline of Turkey, we 

place great importance in promoting 

our country and our values. The 

Trojan, which dates back to 3000 BC, is 

one of the unique civilizations of 

Anatolia with its history that was the 

subject of many epics. We're honored 

to contribute to the introduction of 

“Troia” with our Troia themed aircraft 

at many worldwide destinations that 

we serve,” said Ayci. Turkish Airlines 

flies to 302 destinations in 121 

countries.

Located near the village of Tevfikiye in 

the province of Çanakkale, Troy is one 

of the most famous ancient cities in 

the world. Anatolia has always played 

a very important role in terms of 

commercial and cultural connections 

with other regions due to its unique 

location on the geography of the 

Aegean and Balkans. 

Troy, which had been destroyed and 

rebuilt nine times for various reasons, 

is regarded as a reference for other 

archaeological sites both in Europe 

and Aegean, with its 3,000 year 

history and excavations still being 

carried out in this magnificent 

archaeological city.

DUBAI: Dubai Aerospace 

Enterprise (DAE) Ltd. says its 

leasing division DAE Capital 

will sell 16 aircraft with a total 

market value of about US$900 

million. 

The aircraft covered in three 

agreements signed last month 

include Boeing 737 and Airbus 

A320, A330, and A350 family 

aircraft. They have an average 

age of two years and are 

currently on lease to 11 

airlines in 11 countries. 

Firoz Tarapore, Chief Executive 

Officer of DAE, said the move 

will help the company 

optimize its portfolio and 

monetize some its recent 

larger-scale investments.

“This transaction does not 

impact our total number of 

customers. Proceeds will be 

used to pay down debt and 

reinvested to support our 

ambitious growth plans. 

Proactively managing our 

portfolio through active 

trading is a critical component 

of our long-term portfolio 

strategy and it is important for 

us to remain relevant in all 

segments of the secondary 

market for aircraft sales,” he 

said. 

DAE's award-winning leasing 

division DAE Capital has an 

owned, managed and 

committed fleet of nearly 400 

Airbus, ATR and Boeing 

aircraft with a fleet value of 

US$14 billion. The agreements 

for the 16 planes are expected 

to be closed in the second half 

of 2018.

DAE to sell 16 
planes for 
US$900 million
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SHANGHAI: After launching direct 

flights between Bangkok-Shanghai 

and Bangkok-Guangzhou this year, 

Thai Airways made its presence more 

visible in China as it joined Air Cargo 

China 2018, Asia's biggest air freight 

and logistics exhibition.

Trade relations between China and 

Tha i land keep get t ing bet ter 

requiring more frequent flights and 

reliable freight service. More than 20 

million tourists visit Thailand on an 

annual basis generating much 

needed dollars for its tourism-based 

economy.

On May 19, Thailand's flag carrier has 

shifted its operations at Guangzhou 

Baiyun International Airport from 

Thai Airways increases visibility in China 

AIRLINES 

Passenger Terminal 1 to the new 

Passenger Terminal 2 which offers 

more space and convenience for 

travelers.

Held from May 16-19, 2018 in 

Shanghai ,  A i r  Ch ina Cargo i s 

considered to be the biggest air 

freight and logistics show in Asia 

offering exclusive networking, new 

business opportunities and the latest 

developments in the sectors.

Organizers said they have increased 

the exhibition space by 20 percent to 

accommodate more participants and 

visitors this year from over 65 

countries.

Asia-Pacific, China in particular, is 

forecast to post the highest growth in 

aviation and air freight in the coming 

years amid the continued rise in the 

middle-class population in the 

region.

Bangkok Airways to buy 20 single jet aircraft

BANGKOK:  The privately-owned 

boutique airline Bangkok Airways 

has solicited bids from Airbus, 

Boeing and Bombardier amid its plan 

to buy 20 single aisle jet aircraft this 

year.

B a n g k o k  A i r w a y s  P r e s i d e n t 

Puttipong Prasattong-Osoth said the 

airline currently operates a fleet of 14 

A319 ceo & nine A320ceo as well as 

six ATR72-500s and nine ATR72-600s. 

“The good thing is, once we change 

our planes to the same model, the 

cost of operations and maintenance 

will be lower,” Prasattong-Osoth was 

quoted as saying on Bloomberg.

The Bangkok-based airline flies to 30 

des t ina t ions  in  11 count r ies , 

including the Maldives, Hong Kong &  

Mumbai.  It holds 33 percent equity 

in Koh Samui Airport and the only 

airline serving the island route. It's 

a l s o  a  m a j o r  s h a re h o l d e r  i n 

Thailand's Sukhothai & Trat Airports. 

Prasattong-Osoth expects the 

airline's revenues in 2018 to increase 

8% year-on-year, to THB28.5 billion 

baht, despite mounting competition 

and higher fuel costs. 
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Oman Air to launch daily flights 
to Istanbul and Moscow

MUSCAT: Oman Air is launching its 

new daily flights between Muscat 

and Istanbul on June 1 and is also 

se t to commence se r v i ce to 

Moscow on October 28, 2018.

The airline's Holidays Division has 

come up with exciting holiday 

packages offering tickets, hotel 

s t a y ,  a i r p o r t  t r a n s f e r s  a n d 

excursions at very competitive 

rates to support the new service. 

Omanis travelling to Istanbul are 

eligible for visa on arrival.

The I s tanbu l  se r v i ce w i l l  be 

operated by a Boeing 737-800 and 

will depart daily from Muscat to 

Istanbul Atatürk International 

Airport. 

The new route between Oman and 

Turkey will strengthen bilateral 

r e l a t i o n s  b e t w e e n  t h e  t w o 

countries, enhance trading and 

tourism prospects and enable 

Oman Air's guests to explore one of 

the world's most thriving cities, the 

airline said.

The new daily flight to Moscow 

Domodedovo Airport, meanwhile, 

will be operated by a Boeing 737 

MAX 8 with an estimated flight time 

of 5 hours and 55 minutes, offering 

12 seats in Business Class and 150 

in Economy. 

Oman Air has opened reservation 

for its planned service to Russia. 

This comes in tandem with the 

recent announcement made by the 

Royal Oman Police (ROP) affirming 

that citizens of Iran, Russia and 

China have been added to the list of 

nationalities that can enter the 

Sultanate on a tourist visa without a 

local sponsor.

The route will be the only non-stop 

operation between Oman and 

Russia benefitting both business 

and leisure travelers, in addition to 

offering seamless connections via 

Oman Air hub to destinations 

across the globe. 

In June, Oman Air will also receive 

the first of i ts three 787 - 9 

D re a m l i n e r  o n o rd e r,  w h i c h 

f e a t u r e s  a  t h r e e  c l a s s 

configurat ion . Oman Ai r,  the 

S u l t a n a t e ' s  a w a r d - w i n n i n g 

national airline unveiled the new 

First Class Private Suite of its 

Dreamliner on the opening day of 

the Arabian Travel Market 2018.

MONTREAL: Using its 

flagship aircraft Boeing 787 

Dreamliner, Air Canada 

launched on June 1 its non-

stop direct flight between 

Montreal and Tokyo via 

Narita International Airport.

The airline said the flights 

will operate year-

round—daily during summer 

peak travel and three times a 

week during winter.

The new transpacific service 

from its Montreal hub is 

designed to optimize 

connectivity to several 

Canadian and US 

cities—Quebec City, Ottawa, 

Halifax, Charlottetown, 

Boston, Philadelphia and 

Orlando.

Air Canada's Boeing 787 

Dreamliner planes offer 

comfortable ergonomic 

seating and enhanced 

definition intuitive touch 

personal entertainment 

screens.  Its Signature Class 

has 180-degree lie-flat seats 

in configuration 

guaranteeing direct aisle 

access. 

Air Canada 
launches non-stop 
Montreal-Tokyo
direct flights
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DoKaSch Americas, Inc. picks Wettergren as new CEO

LONDON: Paul Nolan, a leading 

expert in aircraft trading, remarketing 

and leasing, began his new role at 

Vo l g a - D n e p r  G ro u p  a s  F l e e t 

Development Director on May 1.

Nolan has worked in aviat ion 

commerce for more than 30 years, 

most recently spending more than 15 

years as Senior Vice President, Aircraft 

Asset Management, for DVB Bank SE, 

the world's leading dedicated 

international trans-portation finance 

institution, covering clients in the 

EMEA region, Japan, India, Russia and 

t h e  C I S .  H e  h a s  a l s o  h e l d 

management positions at Rolls-

Royce, the Royal Bank Canada and the 

Industrial 

B a n k  o f 

Japan.

As one of 

the most 

respected 

professio

n a l s  i n 

t h i s 

spec i a l i s t  fie ld ,  Pau l  has  l ed 

international aircraft leasing & 

investment projects, and also brings 

to Volga-Dnepr Group long-term 

experience of commercial and legal 

consulting on aircraf t sales & 

deliveries. In his new role, Paul will be 

responsible for the efficient fleet 

development of Volga-Dnepr Group's 

cargo airlines in accordance with their 

adopted strategies & customers' & 

partners' service needs.

“I am very happy to be joining an 

ambitious and fast-growing airline 

Group which is recognized by 

customers all over the world for the 

quality of its operations and extensive 

service capability,” said Nolan.

“Throughout its 28-year history, 

Volga-Dnepr  Group has  been 

successfu l ly  implement ing i ts 

s t r a te g i c  p l a n s  s t e a d i l y  a n d 

cons i s tent l y,  and  I  in tend to 

contribute to this ongoing progress 

by applying my knowledge and 

expertise to the benefit of the Group's 

airlines and their customers,” he 

added.

have senior industry expert Douglas 

Wettergren as the company CEO.

Wettergren will be based in San 

Francisco, California and his office will 

be the first line of contact with clients 

in the US and Canada. 

“Douglas knows the needs of the 

pharmaceutical industry, especially 

regarding cool-chain transports from 

the inside out,” said Andreas Seitz, 

Managing Director of DoKaSch 

Temperature Solutions. “Douglas will 

focus on our clients across the United 

States and Canada.”

Wettergren's main duties will be sales 

and business development for 

DoKaSch's “flying-aircon warehouse” 

O p t i c o o l e r  R A P  a n d  R K N  t o 

pharmaceutical and forwarding 

companies. Opticoolers are climate-

FRANKFURT: DoKaSch Temperature 

Solutions has expanded its US 

operations with the formation of 

DoKaSch Americas Inc., which will 

controlled air cargo containers with 

unmatched reliability. 

“ I  see many oppor tunit ies for 

Opticoolers in the US and beyond. 

Our technical features, extraordinary 

reliability, and availability policy 

provide us a unique opportunity to 

offer something special. Due to our 

comprehensive network in the USA 

and Canada, we can serve clients 

quickly and dependably. It is truly a 

fantastic opportunity to be involved 

in expanding such a high level of 

quality to the global market,” said 

Wettergren.

The containers provide reliable 

transport conditions for shipments 

across continents and climate zones 

or during unexpected events, for 

goods that must be kept within a very 

strict temperature range. 

Volga-Dnepr Group appoints Nolan as fleet development director
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Make way for Virgin Hyperloop One's DP World Cargospeed

DUBAI: Designed to travel at speed 
faster than a plane, Virgin Hyperloop 
One's newest freight transportation 
collaboration with the Dubai-based 
global trade enabler DP World is set to 
revolutionize how cargo is transported 
in the region.

The partnership between the two 
companies gave birth to DP World 
Cargospeed, a new global company 
that will utilize hyperloop-enabled 
cargo systems, to support the fast, 
sustainable and efficient delivery of 
palletized cargo, the UAE government 
announced. The Systems are 100 
percent electric and can be powered 
by renewable energy, creating a more 
sustainable solution for cargo 
transport.

D u ba i ,  w h i c h  p i o n e e re d  t h e 
unmanned metro rail system in the 
Middle East utilized by millions daily, is 
banking on the futuristic mode of 
passenger and freight transport 
Hyperloop to enhance how freight is 
moved.

Hyperloop is a pod-like vehicle 

propelled through a near-vacuum 
steel tube, with most of its air removed 
it travels at speed faster than a plane. 
Next-generation magnetic levitation 
technology combined with a low-
pressure tube environment enables 
the pods to move quickly with little 
friction at approximate speed of up to 
300 meters/second, the Emirates State 
News Agency WAM explained.

T h e  t e c h n o l o g y  f a c i l i t a t e s 
autonomous operations designed to 
reduce human errors and run with 
minimal delays. Hyperloop is more 
cost-effective to implement and 
operate than high-speed rail. It's fully 
electric and zero direct emissions 
make it a highly environmentally 
friendly technology.

DP World Cargospeed systems, 
enabled by Virgin Hyperloop One 
technology, will transport high-
pr ior i ty,  t ime-sensi t ive  goods 
including fresh food, medical supplies, 
electronics, and more. It will expand 
freight transportation capacity by 
connecting with existing modes of 

road, rail and air transport.

The first initiative of its kind in the 
world, DP World Cargospeed will 
provide exceptional service for high-
priority, on-demand goods, delivering 
freight at the speed of flight and closer 
to the cost of trucking.

Vice President and Prime Minister of 
the UAE and Ruler of Dubai His 
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum said: "The UAE is 
keen to be a leading player in shaping 
the future of the world. Being a 
pioneer means taking bold decisions 
that open the way for adopting 
innovative solutions. We have big 
aspirations because we have unlimited 
mindsets and the confidence that we 
can achieve whatever we set our minds 
to."

DP World Chairman and CEO Sultan 
Ahmed Bin Sulayem said the company 
believes in Hyperloop One's long-term 
vision and that it  is  the right 
investment for Dubai's vision for the 
future.

 "Throughout history, cargo has always 
been the catalyst for transport 
revolutions. With a bold vision for the 
future, Dubai has always pushed the 
boundaries of innovation. This spirit of 
innovation has enabled us to become 
a world leader in logistics. We have 
made a significant investment in Virgin 
Hyperloop One because we see the 
need for a hyperloop-enabled cargo 
network to support rapid, on-demand 
deliveries globally,” said Bin Sulayem.

Sir Richard Branson, Virgin Group 
Founder and Virgin Hyperloop One 
Chairman, said speed will dictate how 
the world will route its goods with the 
global growth of e-Commerce.

“DP World Cargospeed systems 
powered by Virgin Hyperloop One will 
enable  u l t ra- fast ,  on-demand 
deliveries of high-priority goods and 
can revolutionise logistics, support 
economic zones, and create thriving 
economic megaregions,” he said.

TECHNOLOGY

Vice President and Prime Minister of the 
UAE and Ruler of Dubai His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum (left), walks with Sir Richard 
Branson, Virgin Group Founder and Virgin 
Hyperloop One Chairman (center) and DP 
World Chairman and CEO Sultan Ahmed 
Bin Sulayem, during the launch of DP 
World Cargospeeds in April. WAM Photo
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DICEC, DUBAI | MAY 07-09, 2018



AIR CARGO CHINA - 2018



SHANGHAI NEW INTERNATIONAL EXPO CENTRE | MAY 16-18, 2018



To view Career in Aviation Industry visit: 

http://www.aircargoupdate.com/index.php/careers

UPCOMING 

E V E N T S

The TransCaspian / Translogistica 2018 is one of 
the leading transport events in the Caspian region, 
which demonstrates both innovations and 
achievements of the industry businesses. Its 
content sets the direction for the future 
development of the transport sector to a large 
extent. The exhibition gathers together state 
transport structures and commercial companies 
that operate in railway sector, marine industry, 
aviation, commercial transport and transportation 
& logistics services. 

Baku Expo Center I Baku Azerbaijan

June 11-13, 2018
Airport Solutions Dubai is a 2-day event being 

held from 4th November to 5th November 2018 at 

the Jumeirah Beach Hotel in Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates. This event is a unique in attracting the 

entire airports & aviation buying chain from 

manufacturers, airport operators, developers, 

regulators, and investors, through to end users.

Jumeirah Beach Hotel, Dubai, UAE
www.10times.com/airport-solutions

Nov 4-5, 2018

Airport Solutions Dubai

TIACA's International Air Cargo Forum and 
Exhibition is the premier air cargo industry event. 
Over 4,000 air cargo decision makers and more 
than 300 exhibitors from around the world gather 
at ACF to network and address current industry 
challenges and opportunities. The ACF is a cost-
effective way to network and showcase your 
business to thousands of leaders and buyers from 
across the entire air cargo supply chain. 

Toronto, Canada I www.aircargoforum.org

October 16-18, 2018

Air Cargo Forum 2018 Toronto

Is an ideal show to speed up the sales process in a 
directly and effective way, giving simultaneous 
interaction with customers & prospects of areas 
such as operations, transportation, traffic, export 
and import, that belong to the industries which 
represent the biggest cargo movement in Mexico.
Build a database, explore new markets and 
strengthen your image as a must-have brand for 
the logistics and freight forwarding industry when 
submitting new launches, innovations and unique 
experiences for 17,000 visitors.

Centro Citibanamex l Mexico

June 26-28, 2018

Cargo Week AmericasThe 17th Caspian International 
Transport, Transit and Logistics 
Exhibition

The  IATA Global Fraud Prevention Event brings 
together payment fraud prevention experts from 
all the regions worldwide from several verticals of 
the air travel industry. The second edition of this 
event is organized in collaboration with the IATA 
World Financial Symposium (WFS) & some parts 
of the Registration process may be common.

Madrid Marriott Auditorium Hotel & 
Conference Center I Madrid, Spain

Sep 17-18, 2018

IATA Global Fraud 
Prevention

FIATA, the global voice of freight logistics uniting 
the freight forwarding industry worldwide and 
improving the quality of services rendered by 
freight forwarders globally, will bring together 
industry stakeholders in New Delhi in the 2018 
FIATA World Congress.

Studies have estimated that India can save up to 
US $45 billion if logistics costs are brought down 
to 9% of the country's GDP as is the case in other 
developing countries, thereby, making domestic 
goods more competitive in global markets.

New Delhi, India

Sept 25-29, 2018

2018 FIATA World Congress 






